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i!o.e major aim ox this Guesis is to present current
pro Diems involved in investment in uaiikS irom ootn tne iegd.1
ana economic standpoint plus a look into tae mture. in
0 1 ae r go uo t qi s one pioolem mus g ue a G G ac ne a in a variety
Ox ways
•
x Ue i e IS no I'Ule 01 GuuaiG GuaG u.e GermineS ileGaer
a bank stock is a gooa investment or not* recourse must oe
naa to tae stuay oi sucn tangibles as tae type ol institution,
its past earnings, its dividend policies, memberships
,
capital
policies, ccounting methods, ana state and. leaeral government
regulations. xne intangioles must not oe overlooked. me
personnel making up tne board ol directors, oank officers, tne
age oi tne institution, tne oami’s record in tne crises oi
Gne i^O’s are all import ant.
I
3exore tne investor can arrive at a decision, ne
must consider all tnese factors and others assigning e«cn an
importance in line witn tne situation studied. mere can be
no lormula tnat s Gates tnat one motor is more important taan
anotner lactor by so mucn.
Lacn situation is unique, dug Gnere is enough sim-
ilaiity in all cases Go mane possiole Gne evolvement oi Dasic
principles tnat will serve as a guiae in investing in bank
fc tOCK.
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fne importance ol oann investment can be gleaneu
irom tne larger question oi cne importance ol banns . Bnaer
tae federal Beserve System it is witnin tne power oi banns
co expand ana contract tne supply oi money v.itnm wide limits,
ana taus proauce an mi la t ionary or deilationary eiiect upon
cne economy as a vmole. I do not uola caat monetary tneories
explain cne ousiness cycle, but xinancial institutions can
nelp co stabilize cne economy cnrougn judicial use oi tneir
iniluence over cne money cituat ion.
It may De truly said tnat cne progress ol a coun-
try uepeno.s a grea.C ueal upon its linancial ms t ituCions
.
By accumulating lunas ana mailing tnem aVuilaDle ior use, lin-
ancial institutions stand ready to supply tne needs oi individ-
uals witn tne requisite ability and initiative Co produce out
wno lacK tne necessary capital, uy supplying sucn capital
needs all are benefited, ior a country r s standard of living
aepenus uooxi ics supply ox gooos. Because tne necessary cap-
iCal is available, goods are produced taat ordinarily would
not be produced.
a banm also is important in tnat it allows tne
quicrn and easy transfer of money vita a maximum oi protecCion.
j-nrougn Cae use oi negotiaDle paper sucn as cnecms, iunas can
Oe crausierrea irom one individual co anotner v.itnout Cne use
01 tne money itseli, arn witnout cne risrn oi loss, caeic,
lire ^cc. cnac sue a transier would entail, iurtner, cae Dann
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is important because it provides a place of safekeeping lor
the iunas of individuals who otherwise would oe able only to
perform tne lunction oi sareKeeping imperfectly.
fue very foundation of a Dans is the stocf invest-
ment in it. xtie government snows its realization of tnis oy
stipulating tnat minimum capital requirements must oe met oe-
lore a ban& opens its uoors to Dusiness. it also provides
ior certain measures sucn aS tne accumulation ox surplus ano.
paia-in surplus. At one time aouble liability existed on oaiiK
stocK, out tills measure proved to oe of limited value and nas
since been rescinded in most cases.
WOK*, to MxE mm by others
Tne amount of literature available on oanming in
general is enormous. Most of tne literature, nowever , is
concerned witn describing tne functions oi <* oanm in relation
to its depositors or to tne government. History also is given
rnucn space, as is tne internal functioning of a oariK. Much, of
tnis type of information is in Doom form, and tnat available is
usually o or more years old.
In contrast tne latest boon literature available
specifically on bann stoch was written over m years ago
during tne 1920’s. Irefer to Hew YorK ana Boston Ban a otoc&s
oy ^orr publisned in 19 <co ana Profits in 3an& ^tocms ’ oy
••oodwara publisned in 1927. x*s mignt oe expectea investment
in oanK. stocK was naiiea as tne greatest tning since the in-
vention oi tne gasoline engine.
:
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Periodical literature provides the great bulk of in-
formation on bank stocks. Government reports include the month-
ly Federal Reserve Bulletin, The Annual Report of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, Annual Report of the Comptroller of the
Currency, The Monthly Reviews of the Federal Reserve Banks, The
Survey of Current Business, and The Statistical Abstract.
The monthly magazine Banking, the daily newspapers.
The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times have articles
pertinent to the subject from time to time. The Commercial
and Financial Chronicle has a column every other week dealing
with bank stocks, while scattered through magazines and sundry
daily newspapers are articles dealing with banking.
The investment services. Moody’s Investors Services,
Standard and Poor’s Services, and Fitch’s Services all furnish
information on bank stock as an investment. Finally there are
the investment houses publications dealing with the subject.
In writing this report the following were found es-
pecially helpful: INDUSTRY SURVEYS published by the invest-
ment house of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, and Beane;
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1947; HOW TO ANALYZE A BANK
STATEMENT by F. L. Garcia; Standard and Poor’s INDUSTRY SUR-
VEY; SOUND POLICIES FOR BANK MANAGEMENT by R . G. Rodkey, and
COMMERCIAL BANKING LEGISLATION and CONTROL by A. M. Allen,
S. R. Cope, L. J. H. Dark and H. J. Wither idge
.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORY OF BANK STOCKS
Bank stocks have a long history in this coun-
try. Banking was carried on in Colonial times before this
country won its independence. The banks at this time were
sound and conservatively run.
Immediately following the Revolutionary War, the
oanking industry expanded rapidly. Although our early cank-
ers were not known for their honesty, the banks maintained
a fair reputation, and up to 1812 bank shares were a good
investment. The first Bank of the United Staes, 1791-1811,
dominated banking during this period. It was a well-run
organization and did much to stabilize the banking business,
out it ran into opposition and Its charter was not renewed.
Because the state banks failed to meet the bank-
ing needs of the country, the second Bank of the United
States was chartered In 181B. At first mismanaged, it be-
came in 1819 a sound and stable bank, but it subsequently
ran into the opposition of President Jackson and its char-
ter was not renewed.
Dating from the beginning of the opposition of
President Jackson to the second Bank of the United States,
(1) Based unon MODERN BANKING by R. G. Thomas, pp 200-232,
and INVESTMENTS AND INVESTMENT POLICY by F. F. Burtchett
pp 297-299
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state banks increased greatly in number. (1)
The demise of the second Bank of the United States
as a federal institution left the country with no semblance
of a national currency or ever adequate regulations to cover
banking operations. Each state propounded rules to govern
its banks, and each proposed to have an official state bank.
No effective restrictions existed, however, for preventing
the wholesale founding of banks. Almost anyone could form a
bank:, and a great many took advantage of the opportunity.
The immediate need of the country was currency.
Banks met this need by issuing engraved notes that were sup-
posed to be backed by lawful money. Often bank capital con-
sisted of nothing but the promissory notes of the founders
which in the final analysis often proved worthless
.
The "wildcat" bank characterized the period
183U-1840. (2) This was a bank that maintained a redemp-
tion office in a remote location so that presentment of its
notes for redemption was extremely difficult. By this de-
vice "bankers" kept a large amount of their note issues out-
standing. All too frequently these bankers came to consider
that part of tleir issues were permanently outstanding.
This in turn led to overissues and eventually failure.
Forging was a much-practised art. Notes sold at
(1) MONEY AND BANKING edited by I .B. Foster, R. Rodgers p Bo
(2) Ibed p 87
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different and ever-changing discounts. Conditions were so
chaotic that buyers and sellers of goods and services could
protect themselves only by keeping on hand so called note
registers that gave the current quotations on tne different
note issues. Sound banking was penalized. Sound Boston banks
experienced difficulty in keeping their notes in circulation.
As fast as these notes came into the possession of the peo-
ple, they would be turned in for redemption. The people
were aware that such notes would be redeemed, and they also
were aware that they -would experience difficulty in trying
to redeem notes of other banks: so they preferred to pass
these latter notes on.
There were a few examples of sound banking during
the period from 18 12..- 186 4. Tne state banks of Indiana and
Ohio, the banks that were members of the Suffolk banking sys-
tem, the second Bank of tne United States after 1819 were
all well-run organizations, but these were only the except-
ions that proved the rule
.
Any goodwill that bank stock enjoyed prior to
1312 was destroyed except in isolated instances during the
years 1812-1884. Bank stock could hardly be called an
investment during this period. At best it was a most haz-
ardous speculation. Bank suspensions were frequent. Banks
were often founded by unscrupulous men for nothing but
fraudulent purposes.
Passage of the National Bank Act in 1364 again
restored banking to respectability. The Act provided for
..
.
.
.
.
•
.
the establishment oi’ national banks. Regulations were made
concerning capital requirements, reserve requirements
against deposits and circulating notes, examinations by ex-
aminers appointed by the Comptroller of the Currency, and
credit policies. Most important, it provided for a nation-
al currency that would circulate at par.
State banks were reluctant at first to become
national banks, but when Congress placed a prohibitive tax
on the note issues of state banks, most converted.
The national Bank Act was a useful measure, and
although it was amended from time to time, it retained its
basic characteristics. (1)
In 1913, without doing entirely away with the
provisions of the national Bank Act, the Federal Reserve
Act was passed. This Act was passed to overcome the major
weaknesses of the national Bank Act. Banks operating un-
der the National Bank Act were unable to expand and con-
tract credit as the needs of the country demanded. The
Federal Reserve Act remedied this sutuation by setting up
the Federal Reserve Ranks which had the ability to expand
and contract credit within wide limits . The Federal Reserve
Act has been amended frequently, but it is still the same
basically, and the system it founded still dominates bank-
ing today.
(1) BANKING bTUDIES by Members of the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System p 4b
.*
'
The period 1864-1^25 might be termed a golden era
in bank investment. Passage of the national Bank Act put
banking on a sound foundation. Banks prospered and their
stocks took on an investment characteristic. Stocks were
closely held by wealthy people, paid around a b% return, and
were readily marketable due to the high esteem m which
bank stocks were held. Prices were fairly stable.
During World War 1 banks made large profits in
underwriting operations. After the war they began to deal
in businesses as well as money. The holding company in-
vaded the banking field. Credit operations expanded.
About this time the public became interested
in bank stocks and began purchasing them. To accommodate
them par values were reduced. Stocks with par values under
flOO became common. This hel ed to push prices, that alread
had been rising, still higher. (See Tables 9, lu, 11, 12, 13
14, 15 at the end of chapter 12)
Speculation in bank stocks became rampant. Bank
stocks were selling for several times their book value
while yielding only a nominal sum. Clearly nobody was buy-
ing bank stocks for the yield.
The stock market crash in l92y had severe reper-
cussions in the banking industry. Prices of bank stock de-
clined precipitously; profits vanished. Public confidence
in the banks became shaken, and depositors began runs on
the banks. Fany banks were forced to shut their doors
. It
finally became necessary to declare a National Bank Hoi-
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iday in 1933 to prevent a complete collapse of the banking
industry
.
The banks that were permitted to reopen after the
Bank Holiday had to contend with a low interest rate and
a generally depressed condition in industry, nevertheless
since 1934 banks have shown a profit as an industry and have
managed to pay dividends up to the present time. (See Table
13, chapter 12.)
..
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CHAPTER 3
BASIS FOR VALUE OF BANK STOCK
The analysis of financial statement’ of any organ-
ization is fundamental in determining the investment value
of its stock. Unfortunately, the financial statements pub-
lished by banks leave much to be desired. Other corporations,
either because of enlightened management, or the requirements
of the Securities and Exchange Commission have made available
rather detailed Information susceptible to intelligent
appraisal. In contrast, a bank’s affairs are clothed in mystery.
Banks have adopted this policy of non-disclosure
for the following reasons: 1 the fear of disturbing public
confidence; 2 misuse of the Information by speculators and
competitors; 3 the fear of unfavorable legislation; 4 the
feeling that such disclosure Is unnecessary because banks are
already under the supervision of public authorities. (1)
The first reason Is hardly a reason at all. If a
bank Is well run, the bank has nothing to fear. If it is not
well run, the depositors and owners should be advised so that
they may take steps to remedy the situation.
The second reason has some validity. Even ordin-
ary business organizations refuse- to reveal vital information
that will be of use to competitors. Nobody expects
(1) SOUND POLICIES FOR BANK MANAGEMENT by R. J. Rodkey, Appen-
dix Br The Financial Reports of Commercial Banks by Dr. J. B.
Willis p 207

a bank to reveal its operations in minute detail. All that
is asked is that banks cooperate with investors as business
corporations in general have done.
Reason 3 is a two-edged sword. It might well be
that enormous profits or unwholesome practices would bring
unfavorable legislation, but it is also true that publication
of low profits and handicaps under which the industry operate
might bring favorable legislation. (1)
The fourth reason is probably the most difficult
of all to defeat. Banks and the public authorities seem to
share this belief in common. Apparently both are thinking
in terms of the depositor and not the investor. The public
authorities are interested primarily in the solvency of a
bank; the investor is interested in its profitableness. (2)
Trying to determine profitableness of a bank with the infor-
mation now given by most banks is nearly an impossibility.
The situation has been improving a little in re-
cent years. Some of the more progressive banks are publish-
ing more details on their statements of condition, and some
are even giving details on their profits and losses. What is
available,, n any case, depends upon the individual bank
management and few generalizations can be made. A prospect-
ive investor must ascertain for himself what is available in
( 1) Ibed p 209
(2) Ibed p 209
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each particular case
.
Since many bankers continue to maintain an attitude
of diffidence with regard to fuller disclosure and are inclined
to maintain the status quo, I believe it would be inadvisable
to describe statement analysis on the assumption of full dis-
closure. It would also be inadvisable to concentrate the an-
alysis on the condensed statement of condition to which banks
give wide publication because such a Statement Is usually so
condensed that it is almost meaningless. Here the analysis
will be concentrated on the statement of condition required
by the Comptroller of the Currency. This form does not apply
to all banks but it is selected as an example of the infor-
mation generally available to the investor interested enough
to look for it.
The form is as follows: (1)
ASSETS
1. Loans and Discounts (Including $ Overdrafts)
2. U. S. Government Obligations, Direct and Guaranteed
3. Obligations of States and Political Subdivisions
4. Other Bonds, Botes, and debentures
5. Corporate Stock (Including $ stock of the
Federal Reserve bank)
b. Cash, Balances with Other Banks, including Reserve
Balances, and Cash Items in Process of Collection
7. Bank Premises Owned $ Furniture and Fixtures
8. Real Estate Owned Other than Bank Premises
9. Investments and Other Assets Indirectly Representing
Bank Premises or Other Real Estate
10. Customers’ Liability to this Bank for Acceptances
Outstanding
(1) SOUND POLICIES FOR BANK MANAGEMENT by R . G. Rodkey
pl40
•.
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11. Other Assets
12 . Total Assets
LIABILITIES
13. Demand Deposits of Individuals, Partnerships, and
Corporations
14. Time Deposits of Individuals, Partnerships, and
Corporations
.
15. Deposits of U. S. Government (including postal
savings
)
lb. Deposits of States and Political subdivisions
17. Deposits of Banks
18. Other Deposits (Certified Cashiers’ Checks etc.)
19. Total Deposits
2u. Bills Payable, Rediscounts, and Other Liabilities
for Borrowed Money
21. Mortgages or Other Liens $> on Bank Premises and
$ on other Real Estate
22. Acceptances Executed by or for Account of this
Bank and Outstanding
23. Other Liabilities
24. Total Liabilities
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
25. Capital Stock
26. Surplus
27. Undivided Profits
28. Reserves
29. Total Capital Accounts
30. Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts
Some of these items are self-explanatory;
while others need some explanation.
ASSETS
Item 1. Loans consist of time and demand loans to Individ-
uals and loans made in the money market. Discounts include
discounted promissory notes and trade acceptances arising
out of mercantile transactions, discounted customers’
accounts receivable, bankers’ acceptances purchased etc.(l)
(1) HOW TO ANALYZE A BANK STATEMENT by F. L. Garcia p 7
.S. 'i .
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Overdrafts consist of money owed to the hank by depositors
who had overdrawn their accounts.
Item 2. U. S. Government obligations, direct and guaranteed
are ultra-safe investments, readily marketable, and hence a
good source of potential cash in an emergency.
Item 3. Obligations of states and political subdivisions
represent securities of states, cities, towns, etc. They do
not form as conservative an investment as U. S. Government
securities and are not as marketable, but they are still a
relatively conservative investment.
Item 4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures consist of the
obligations of business and other corporations. They usually
pay a higher rate than the obligations listed in items 3 and
4, but they are less conservative and less marketable.
Item 5. Banks are not allowed to invest in stocks generally,
but they are allowed to own stock in their affiliates and In
a few other cases. (1) Stock of the Federal Reserve Bank
consists of the stock that each bank has to own to be a mem-
ber of the Federal Reserve System.
Item b. Cash consists of coin and paper money on hand in the
vault. Balances with other banks consists of the cash that
the bank carries with its correspondents to facilitate the
paying of checks drawn on the bank in other cities and for
other purposes.
( 1 ) Ibed p 6
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Cash items in process of collection are such things as checks
which have been deposited with the bank for collection. Re-
serve balances are the amounts of cash that the bank is re-
quired to carry at the Federal Reserve Bank as reserves
against its time and demand deposits
.
Item 8. Real estate owned other than bank premises usually
consists of property that the bank acquired when some of its
loans were in default. (2)
Item y. Investments and other assets indirectly represent-
ing bank premises or otner real estate consists of Invest-
ments made by the bank in real estate. Until 1935 national
banks were not allowed to make such investments . By the bank-
ing act of that year, national banks were given this privilege,
but it was and continues a restricted privilege. (3)
Item 10. Customers’ liability to this bank for acceptances
outstanding. Many times a customer who lacks credit as an
individual will make arrangements with the bank whereby the
bank agrees to accept drafts drawn on it by the customer's
creditors . For this privilege the banks exacts a fee and
usually makes an agreement whereby the customer agrees to
pay the bank the sum due before the bank has to pay the draft
drawn on it by the creditor. Effectively, the bank lends
nothing but its credit. The amount shown on the statement
(2) Ibed p 8
(3) COMMERCIAL BARKING LEGISLATION AND CONTROL by A. M. Allen,
S. R. Cope, L. J. H. Dark, and H. J. W. Theridge p 322
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is the sum of all such customer liabilities.
Item 11. Other assets include such Items as interest receiv-
able and other items not important enough to be detailed by
themselves
.
LIABILITIES
Item 13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations are deposits that earn no interest and are subject
to immediate withdrawal.
Item 14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and cor-
porations are deposits that earn interest and are theoretically
not subject to immediate withdrawal, but effectively they are.
Item 15. Deposits of the U. S. Government are fully secured,
require no reserves, and draw no interest. Postal savings re-
quire reserves, and draw interest, and require security to
the extent they are not insured. (1)
Item 16. Deposits of states and political subdivisions are
secured deposits, draw interest, and require reserves. (2,)
Item 17. Deposits of banks consist mainly of demand deposits
of banks for which this bank acts as correspondent . These
funds are used as the depositing bank directs
.
Item 18. Certified checks are checks that the bank has cer-
tified that it will pay on presentment. Upon certifying a
check, the bank protects itself by immediately deducting this
( .) HOV/ ^ " LYZE A bAdjK STATEMENT by P. L. Garcia p 13
1 2) Ibefl p 15
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amount 1'rom the depositor's account. Cashiers' checks are
checks issued by the Dank to pay its expenses. They also
are checks issued to individuals requiring checks for pay-
ment of bills etc. The check is issued upon receipt of the
amount of the check and a small fee for the service.
Item 20. Bills payable, rediscounts, and other liabilities
represent paper on which the bank is liable due to the
borrowing of money. Rediscounts are properly included fee-
cause If the primary obligor fails to pay the bank Is liable
for the amount.
Item 22. Acceptances executed by or for the account of the
bank and outstanding is the contra of item 10 under the asset
section. (1) It represents the bank's promise to accept
drafts drawn on it as per the agreement with its customers.
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Item 25. Capital stock represents the investment in stock
made by the investors in the bank. This Is the amount the
bank owes the stockholders. In case of failure of the
bank, if necessary, the depositor can look principally
to the amounts represented by this account, surplus,
and
undivided profits to protect him against
loss.
Item 26. Surplus consists of paid-in surplus and profits
transferred to this account from undivided profits .
(1) Ibed p 16
V2.
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The amount in tnis account is generally considered part of
the permanent capital of the business and not available for
dividends
.
( 1)
Item 27. Net profits made by the bank are transferred to
the undivided profits account. Eventually part of this
amount will oe used to pay dividends and part will be trans-
ferred to surplus
.
Item 28. Reserves consist of reserve for depreciation, re-
serve for taxes, reserve for contingencies, and otner reserves
that the management deems necessary.
(1) MODERN BANKING by R . G. Thomas p 21
s.
. ... £
.
CHAPTER 4
STATEME i'l T ANALYS I
S
How effective an analysis of 3. bank statement
is depends for the most part upon the amount of inform-
ation available. The ultimate objective in any case is to
determine the liquidity, solvency, earning power, and in-
vesting policy of the bank as far as possible. The state-
ments of condition are generally available for the invest-
or's use and they should be obtained for a consecutive
past period. These statements are issued annually, semi-
annually, or quarterly. With these the investor can de-
termine the changes that have taken place over the period,
the trends existing in the data, and other pertinent in-
formation. (1)
By comparing various banks, differences will
emerge that will be helpful in determining the best in-
vestment .
It must be remembered that ratios are limited in
their usefulness and that no one ratio is all important.
Ratios are only one part of the puzzle. The bank's man-
agement, locality, competition, type of customer, business
conditions in general all must be taken into consideration.
The analyst would do well also to remember that
(1) HOW TO AiiALYZE A BANK STATE: EHT by F. L. Garcia p lb
( 2 ) Ibed p 19
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bank management is faced with the necessity of dealing with
three different classes whose interests oppose each other.
The depositor is interested in liqu dity and interest on his
deposit. The borrower is interested in loans at a low inter-
est rate. The stockholder is interested in earnings, both in
the form of dividends and profits ploughed back into the bus-
iness. The ratios obtained will indicate the compromise
among the three. (1)
The ratios generally in use comprise the follow-
ing. (2)
Liquidity Ratios ;
1. Cash resources divided by demand deposits and by total
deposits .
2. Government securities plus cash resources divided by
demand deposits and by total deposits.
3. Quick assets divided by demand deposits and total depos-
its .
Investing Policy Ratios:
1. Total securities divided by total deposits.
2. Loans and discounts divided by total deposits.
3. Total earning assets and fixed assets divided by
available funds
.
General Ratios
1. Total earning assets and fixed assets divided by
(1) Ibed p 2u
(2) Ibed p 20-21

2capital funds and contingency reserves.
. Fixed assets divided by capital funds.
3. Total deposits divided by capital funds.
4. Borrowed money divided by capital funds.
5. Surplus and undivided profits divided by capital
s tock
.
Liquidity Ratios
The liquidity ratios are of primary importance
to the depositor because they indicate the protection and
availability offered his funds. (1) The depositor would
like to see high ratios, but the bank is interested in
keeping these ratios as low as is commensurate with safety
To keep inadequate resources available to meet depositors’
demands would be disastrous, but to Keep mere than is
necessary would prevent the bank from putting the resource
to more lucrative uses. The characteristics of its de-
posits will determine the liquidity position of a bank.
Ordinarily a bank with large demand deposits in relation
to total deposits will have to remain in a more liquid
state than one with large time deposits in relation to
total deposits. (2)
Government securities are properly included
when determining these ratios, for they can be readily
turned into cash or borrowed agai st.
( 1) Ibed p 21
! 2 ) Ibed p 22
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The analyst will probably encounter difficulty in
attempting to determine a bank's quick assets. These assets
include net available cash resources, government secur-
ities, state and municipal bonds, other readily market-
aole securities, bankers' acceptances, commercial paper,
loans eligible for rediscount at the federal reserve bank,
and other paper that can be borrowed against from corres-
pondents. (1) This type of information is rarely avail-
able for the analysts use.
Investing Policy Ratios
The investing policy ratios are of special in-
terest to the stockholder for these ratios determine the
profitableness of his investment.
Total securities divided by total deposits.
The great bulk of funds available to a bank
comes from deposits. This ratio determines the extent
to which deposits have been invested in securities. Se-
curities consist of government obligations, state and
municipal securities, and other securities in which a
bank is allowed to invest. Securities are a relatively
co .servative investment, but their earning power is not
too great. Offsetting this small earning power is the
fact that securities can be turned into cash more quickly
than other assets and hence form a part of the bank’s
(1) Ibed p 24
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liquidity position.
Loans and discounts to total deposits .
Loans and discounts are the most profitable
form of investment for a bank on a per dollar employed
basis, but they are also the source of the greatest charge-
offs. (1) A high ratio might mean that a bank is making
sub-par loans whereas a low ratio might mean that the man-
agement is being too conservative in its loan policy. It
is very difficult to generalize or draw conclusions on the
basis of one bank. Comparable banks should be investigated
to determine if the ratios are out of line. (2) All de-
tails concerning the loans and discounts account should
be utilized, and bank management should be evaluated. A
superior bank management might be capable of maintaining
a high invested position successfully. Finally, reference
may be made to the profitableness of the bank in previous
years under the loans and discounts ratios then employed.
Total earning assets and fixed assets to available funds.
This ratio shows the total invested position of
the bank. (3) Available funds include deposits, capital
funds, and borrowed money. (4) A bank will strive to keep
this ratio as close to 100% as possible with safety, (see
Table 1.)
(1) Ibed p 2 to
(2) ibed p 27
(3 J-bed p 27
(4) Ibed p 27
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General Ratios
Total earning assets and f i ;ed assets to capital funds
and continge ncy reserves .
This ratio is a good measure of the bank’s abil-
ity to mark down or charge-off assets if the need arises.
It is thus a good measure of the bank’s solvency. (1)
Fixed Assets to Capital Funds .
The extent to which the stockholders’ equity is
invested In fixed assets is shown by this ratio. A bank
must have adequate facilities in which to do business, but
to invest more than is necessary prevents a bank from using
the funds in a more profitable manner.
The location of the bank and Its business should
be taken into account when considering this ratio. Obvious-
ly, a city bank, due to a more expensive location, will
have a larger ratio per dollar of capital funds than a
country bank in an inexpensive location. (2)
Borrowed money to capital funds
.
As in any business a bank may at times resort
to borrowing. Often a bank in need of cash will borrow
against its securities rat er than sell them. It will do
this when the interest rates are such that the bank will
benefit by such practice. A bank that has a high ratio in
( 1) Ibed p 27
(2) ibed p 28

in this category compared to other banks should be invest-
igated closely, for it might indicate that the bank is resort-
ing to borrowing because of inadequate methods of doing bus-
iness . If borrowings are steady and recurrent, it might be
due to an undercapitalized position. A high ratio of de-
posits to capital funds would confirm this. (1) Ordinarily,
borrowed funds should not exceed total capital funds. (2)
Total deposits to capital funds .
This ratio measures the amount the depositors
have in the bank compared to the stockholders. Actually, the
ratio measures the leverage given each stockholder dollar
by each depositor dollar. Traditionally, the critical lev-
el has been 10:1. A ratio higher than this Is deemed to
make the bank vulnerable. Actually, the bank’s business,
type of assets held, and the characteristics of the depos-
its will determine a safe ratio. (3)
Surplus and undivided profi t s to capital stock .
Today this ratio is not too important because of
the manipulation that capital stock is subject to through
such practices as reducing or raising par value. where dou-
ble liability exists the amount of capital stock is Import-
ant because of the assessment that can be levied against it.
Since double liability is not very common today, this is
( 1) Ibed p 29
(2) -toed p 29
(3) Ibed p 30
'. .
.
. .
not too Important
A large undivided profits account might enhance
the chances of stockholders receiving a dividend whereas
a large surplus account might indicate a conservative man-
agement and one with a disposition to plough hack earning
s
into the business
.
Analysis of Earnings. (I)
Although hanks are becoming as a class less wary
about revealing details concerning profits and losses,
there are still numerous banks that publish nothing but
statements of condition. The State Street Trust Company
of Boston is an example of a bank that publishes nothing
out a statement of condition.
For this bank and and those like it, it is ne-
cessary for the investor to compare statements of condition
and figure backwards allowing for dividends paid. For ex-
ample, if a bank has increased book value by 0^ u Per share
after pa-ring a dividend of $10, earnings are indicated at
o20 per share.
If the bank shows a decline of $20 per share in
book value and It is ascertained that surplus was charged
$25 per snare to provide for additional reserves or a
writedown of assets, and in addition a $5 dividend was
paid, the resultant net loss, after crediting back the $5
(1) ibed pp 33-35
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dividend, is indicated at $15. Had the surplus adjustment
not been made, the actual operatings are of interest. By
crediting back the surplus adjustment nad the dividend, the
operating earnings are indicated at $10 per share.
'.'/here exact knowledge of the adjustments is lack-
ing, the method just described does not indicate the actual
operating conditions . For example, adjustments might well
be made from or counterbalanced by current earnings . Un-
less the investor consulted the bank, the actual operating
earnings would n^t be available.
Earning Power Ratios
In addition to the preceding ratios,
other ratios available for the investor’s use.
as follows: (1)
1. Loans and discounts to earning assets
2. Securities to earning assets.
3. Demand deposits to total deposits.
4. Time deposits to total deposits.
5. Earning assets to demand deposits.
6. Earning assets to time deposits.
7. Earning assets to total deposits.
The relative proportion of loans and
and securities to earning assets are important
vestor for earning power is directly affected.
there are
These are
discounts
to the in-
( 2 ) The
( 1) Ibed p 3b
(2) ibed p 36
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makeup of deposits is dominant in determining investment
policies . A bank with large demand deposits in relation
to total deposits must remain in a more liquid state than
one whose time deposits are large in relation to total
deposits
. (1)
In analyzing earning assets as much detail
as is available should be used. That t is is important
may be gleaned from the fact that the conversion of depos-
its into earning assets is the principal duty of the bank
management. (2j
Table 1 shows the liquidity ratios, investing
policy ratios, general ratios, and other earning power
ratios of selected Boston and hew York banks. The ratios
computed are those for which information was available.
In the liquidity ratios, cash resources to total
deposits average 32$ with the First national Bank of Bos-
ton the highest with 3 6% and the United States Trust Com-
pany of Boston the lowest with 27%.
The average of government securities plus cash
resources to total deposits for the banks studied was b4% .
Highest here was the national Shawmut Bank of Boston with
77%, and the lowest was the United States Trust Company
of Boston with 50%.
(1) -‘-bed p 37
(2) Ibed p 3b
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In the Investing policy ratios only two of the
seven hanks studied had more money invested in securities
than in loans and discounts. These were the Chase national
Bank of the City of New York and the national Shawmut Bank
of Boston. The United States Trust Company of Boston had
over twice as much invested in loans and discounts as in
securities
.
Total earning assets and fixed assets to avail-
able funds of the hanks studied averaged 71%, All the
banks were within 4$ of one another in terms of percent
except the United States Trust Company of Boston which had
a ratio of 76%.
In the general ratios the ratio of total earn-
ing assets and fixed assets to capital funds and contin-
gency reserves is of interest. Of the hanks studied five
had a ratio ranging from 8.5:1 to 9.3:1. Of the other two,
the Bank of the Manhattan Company of New York has a ratio
of 12.9:1, and the United States Trust Company of Boston
had a ratio of 16.3:1.
None of the hanks studied had a deposits to cap-
ital funds ratio of less than the so-called critical level
of 10:1. The closest was the 10.8:1 of the i.ational Shawmut
Bank. The others had ratios ranging up to the 20.5:1
.
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of the United States Trust Company. it is interesting to
note that the Bank: of Manhattan Company, which has a
comparatively high ratio of 17.7:1, is proposing to increase
the stockholders’ equity. The directors have voted to in-
crease capital stock by 500, uOO shares in order to bring
capital funds more into line with deposits. (1)
Under the earning power ratios, it was observed
that five of the banks had more than half of their earning
assets in loans and discounts. The most striking ratios
were those of the National Shawmut Bank and the United
States Trust Company. The former had 63% of its earning
assets in securities and 37% in loans and discounts where-
as the United States Trust Company had 69% in loans and
discounts and only 31% invested in securities.
The last ratio shows earning assets to total
deposits. The highest ratio here was the 76% of the United
States Trust Company and the lowest was the 70% of the
Bank of the Manhattan Company.
Ideal Ratios
Based upon this study, I believe that a bank
should keep on hand cash resources equivalent to about 32%
of total deposits. If the deposits are broken down into
categories, this percent can be raised or lowered depending
(1) WALL STREET JOURNAL, April 29, 1949 p 8

upon the type of deposits. Government securities plus cash
resources should equal about 63% of total deposits. This
will impart sufficient liquidity to the ordinary bank.
Loans and discounts should equal about 40% or total de-
posits. Municipal and state securities should oe equiv-
alent to 4% of total deposits. Three percent of deposits
may be used in miscellaneous ways such as investments in
fixed assets etc. This gives a combined total of 110%
of deposits. The added 10% should be supplied by cap-
ital funds. These figures would keep the total deposits
to capital funds ratio at 10:1 which I believe is an
adequate ratio at this time.
Fixed assets including the bank building should
not exceed 30% of capital funds at the most.
With regard to earning assets, I oelieve -chat
loans and discounts should comprise around 54^ and secur-
ities 4b% . The total of earning assets to total deposits
should be 75%.
Profit and Loss Ra tios
Some banks at the present time issue income state
ments in some detail. The First rational Bank of Boston
and the Chase rational Bank of tne City- of rev/ York are
examples of such banks
.
'Where information concerning profits and losses
are given, the following ratios are of use in analyzing
*.
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income accounts: (1)
1. Gross earnings to earning assets.
2. Net earnings to earning assets.
3. Total expenses to earning assets.
4. Net adjustments to earning assess .
5. Net profits to earning assets.
e>. Net profits to capital; to capital and surplus.
7. Dividends to capital; to capital and surplus.
8. Sources of gross earnings to gross earnings.
9. Sources of expenses and total expenses to gross earnings.
10. Net earnings to gross earnings,
11. Net adjustments to gross earnings.
12. Net profits to gross earnings.
In addition to these the following ratios should
oe used:
13. Gross operating earnings to earning assets.
14. Net operating earnings to earning assets.
15. Net operating expenses to earning assets.
lb. Net operating earnings to deposits and capital funds. (2)
17. Net profits to capital, surplus, and undivided profits.
13. Dividends to capital, surplus, and undivided profits.
On Taole 2 these ratios are worked out for selected
(1) HOW TO ANALYZE A BANK STATEMENT by E. L. Garcia pp 33-39
(2) INVESTMENT ANALYSIS by J. H. Prime p 401
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Boston and ^ew York banks Tor the year 1943.
Ratios 1-5, 13-16 show the main divisions of the
income accounts to the earning assets. (1) Ratios 5, 6, 7,
17, 18 are of special interest to the investor for they are
concerned with net profits and dividends. It is these ratios
that determine whether the investor has made a wise invest-
ment. Ratios 8 and 9 show the details of earnings and
expenses in relation to gross earnings. Ratios lu and
11 show adjustments and net profits in percentages of gross
earnings
.
in computing the ratios involving earning
assets, deposits, undivided profits, and surplus the
amounts were averaged for the year In order to base the
computations on the average amount in each category that
was available to the banks during the year.
(1) HOW TO ANALYZE A BANK STATEMENT by P. L. C-arcia p 39
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TABLE 2
PROFIT AMD LOSS RATIOS OF SELECTED BOSTON! AMD MEW YORK BAMKS
tEAH ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1918
Ratios First Mat'l
Bank
Boston
National
Shaw. Bk.
Banks
U. S.
Trust
new York
Chase
Nat 1 1 Bk.
: Baraks
Bank of
Manhattan
Gross operating earnings to earning assets .028 .043 .021 .011
Met operating earnings to earning assets .009 .013 .007 .009 .004
Met operating expenses to earning assets .019 .032 .012 .014
Met operating earnings to deposits and capital funds .006 .005 .005 .006 .004
Gross earnings to earning assets .02:8 .044 .021 .019
Total expenses to earning assets .019 • 036 .016 .014
Net profits to earning assets .009 .Olb .008 .005 .004
Net profits to capital .306 .213 .221 .158 .277
Net profits to capital and surplus .106 .13,7 .066 .111
Net profits to capital, surplus and und . prof. .088 .065 .116 .054 .083
Dividends to capital .180 .080 .080 .107 .130
Dividends to capital and surplus .063 .050 .045 .052
Dividends to capital, surplus and und. prof. .052: .024 .042 .036 .039
Sources of gross earnings to gross earnings:
Loan interest .454 .475 .509
Securities, dividends and interest .2.98 .358 .299
Commissions etc. .167 .151
Other earnings
.248
.030
Net securities' profits
.011
Sources of expenses to gross earnings:
Salaries .323 .339 .360
interest paid .034
Taxes and assessments .189 .071 .149
Other operating expenses .139 .193 .250
Depreciation .001 .024
F. D. I. C. Assessment
.045
Bad deots
.104
Income tax .043
net earnings to gross earnings .315 .164 .423 .229
Net profits to gross earnings .306 .176 .254 .240
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CHAPTER 5
INTANGIBLES
It would be a grave mistake on the part of an in-
vestor to consider only the technical operation of a bank
in evaluating it as an investment. A statistical analysis
can be at best only a quantitative survey. (1) Attention
must be directed to the so-called " intangibles
1
' in order to
obtain a well-rounded picture.
The economic setting of a bank is important. (2)
A bank dependent upon a single Industry or upon interdependent
industries will not oe as strong as a bank equally well man-
aged serving diversified industries. A bank tied to one
industry will suffer the fate of that industry.
Natural resources should be given some attention.
Where diversified resources exist and are easily obtainable,
local industry has a great advantage over competition, and
this condition augurs well for both local industry and the
bank. On the other hand, where cost of production is high,
because of lack of resources or labor cost, a slight drop in
price might well put some companies out of business to the
embarassment of the bank.
Competition from other banks must be evaluated .( 3
)
The banking needs of any community are limited. II* there are
(1) HOW TO ANALYZE a BANK STATEMENT by P. L. Garcia p 16
(2) INVESTMENTS AND INVESTMENT POLICIES oy P . P. Eurtchett
p 292
(3) H0W TO ANALYZE A BAnK STATEMENT by P. L. Garcia p 18
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too many banks in operation, one can usually prosper only at
the expense of another. Excessive competition might well lead
to ill-considered loans and lax policies with eventual failure
the result. Mismanagement of this type might continue for a
long time before it showed up in a statistical analysis.
General business conditions cannot be ignored. Bus-
iness cycles affect every type of business. Banks like any
other business prosper in good times decline in oad . in some
cases general business conditions might be the most important
consideration in determining whether to make an investment.
But there cannot be a definite rule stated. All banks are not
affected equally by general business conditions. The effect
of a recession upon a bank catering to an industry manufacture
ing a necessity or semi-necessity is not as great as upon a
bank catering to a manufacturer of a luxury.
The effect of government must be appraised. Gov-
ernmental authorities nave a great deal of control over bank-
ing operations . The low interest rates maintained by the
Federal government has affected bank earning power immensely.
By controlling reserve requirements, the public authorities
determine how much cash reserves must be kept at the Federal
Reserve Banks by their members . Since these cash reserves earn
nothing, their volume is of importance to the investor.
These are only two of the many ways in which gov-
ernment affects banks. Any prospective changes in requirements
or regulations must be taken into consideration and examined
.-
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for its effect upon the prospective investment.
The board of directors must oe considered. Since
the board selects officers and determines policies, it is de-
sirable to know who they are; their personal reputations;
their business affiliations; their financial affiliations; the
degree of prominence and participation in the bank's affairs. (1)
Some of this information may be obtained from such books as
Poor's REGISTER OF DIRECTORS AiiD EXECUTIVES -published each year.
It would also be of interest to know the extent of their hold-
ings in the bank if such information can be obtained.
Bank officers should be evaluated. Inquiry or re-
search should be directed toward determining their ability,
reputation, and experience. (2)
Determine whether any one individual is dominant in
the management. Consideration should be given to the possibil-
ity of losing any dominant personality. Are competent men
available to replace any such key executive? (3)
Evaluate the aggressiveness of management. In a re-
cession or in the face of competition, aggressiveness might
well be the key to continued success or even survival.
Determine the degree of conservatism present in manage-
ment. indications of this may be derived from the percentage
of earnings distributed in dividends . Another indication.
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )
HOW TO AnALiZE A BAM. STATEMENT by F. L. Garcia p 17
Ibed p 17
Ibed p 17
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although it may he hard to evaluate, is the relative propor-
tion of funds available invested in loans and discounts and in
securities. A further indication of the character of manage-
ment may be gleaned from the amount of information it allows to
be published about its affairs in its statements to both stock-
holders and the public in general.
The age of the institution is also of significance .( 1)
A new bank would not ordinarily be considered a good investment.
Before attaining investment standing a bank's stock must be
seasoned and prove itself worthy over a period of time.
An old bank's record must be examined. Its record
in relation to banking crises should be looked into especially
if the present officers or directors were with the bank at
these times . All information on any reorganization that may
have taken place should be obtained.
The growth of the bank is another factor. Growth is
preferable to stagnation, but too rapid growth might carry with
it the seeds of the bank's destruction. There should be justifi-
cation for any increase in a bank's size. This justification
may be the economic needs of the community served or simply an
intelligent managements ability to attract more business, but
the reason must be present. Bigness plays an important part in
American psychology. Too often a bank becomes large simply to
be large. The investor should be aware that bigness does not
mean sucess . A bank, however, that has oecome stagnant or
(1) Ibed p 17
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deteriorated, should be shunned, all other things being equal. (1)
The bank’s charter and memberships must be taken into
account. (2) A state charter differs from a Federal charter in
many respects. The rights, duties, and responsibilities differ.
The points of difference can only be learned by comparing the
state bank charter involved against a Federal charter. Member-
ship in the Federal Reserve System carries with it responsibil-
tles as well as the advantages of membership- must be weighed in
determining in what type of bank to invest. Whether the oank is
a member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is worthy
of consideration. It Is true that this organization is primarily
founded for the protection of the depositors. Nevertheless a
bank has to meet certain standards to become a member and must
maintain these standards In order to remain a member. If a bank
is eligible and is not covered by any similar organization,
investigation should be made to determine the reason for this.
Such an investigation might well uncover unsound practices pur-
sued by a bank’s management.
Finally, is the bank a member of the local clearing
house association. Many associations perform many other func-
tions besides the function of clearing. Many have their own
examiners who report to the clearing house unwholesome practices
of members. The house can use the threat of expulsion to bring
(1) INVESTMENTS AND INVESTMENT POLICIES by F. F. Burtchett p 293
(2) HOW TO ANALYZE A BANK STATEMENT by F. L. Garcia p 18
-.
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members into line. Such a threat carries weight among members,
for loss of membership would work great hardship on a oank. (1)
There are other types of information which if avail-
able are extremely useful. Such information as the accounting
policy of the bank, size of charge-offs in recent years, insur-
ance of fixed assets against fire, bonding of officers and em-
ployees etc. could all be put to good use. (2) This type of
information is usually difficult to obtain. Suffice it to say
that the investor should give these 11 intangibles" due considera-
tion and make use of all information available.
(1) MODERN BANKING by R . G. Thomas p 68
(2) HOW TO ANALYZE A BANK STATEMENT by P. L Garcia p 13, 19
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CHAPTER 6
DIVIDENDS
As with any type of investor, the purchaser of bank
stock is vitally interested in the dividend policy of his bank,
A hank, however, cannot he regarded as just another corporation.
Being of a quasi-public nature, a hank is subjected to regula-
tions imposed by the public authorities . These regulations ex-
tend to the declaring and paying of dividends. The national
oanks may be taken as an example. (1)
No new national bank may begin business until it
has a paid-up surplus of 20% of its capital, although the Comp-
troller has the authority to waive this requirement in the case
of a state bank oeing converted into a national Dank, provided
that the bank, before it declares a dividend on its common stock,
carries at least a half of Its net profits each half-year to
surplus, until surplus equals 20% of capital. in addition to
this, every national oank is required, before declaring a dividend
on its common stock, to carry at least one-tenth of its net
pofits each six months to surplus, until surplus equals the
amount of common stock outstanding.
A way is open to declare a stock dividend even though
all authorized capital stock has been Issued. Stock may be issued
with the approval of the Comptroller of the Currency, in the case
of national banks, and the stockholders owning two-thirds of the
capital stock provided that after the distribution surplus is equal
to 20% of the new capital stock total.
In the past bank authorities have encouraged stock
dividends because of the double liability attaching to the
(‘l) COMMERCIAL BANKING LEGISLATION AND CONTROL by ... I . lien
- .
R. °ope, ^ . , . II. Dark and II. J. .Zither idge p 38b
..
.
.
.
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stock. today stock dividends are a rarity largely Decause
sue double liability leature aas been almost universally
abolished. ll) It still exists, aowever, on some stock,
and one investor should be aware ox tne liability attaching
to any stock ne receives.
Banks are not iorced to declare diviaenas. In
lact, stocknolders nave been educated to expect Gnat a gooa
part ox proxita will De regularly trans xerrea go surplus.
Surplus in banking is usually considered part ox tne capital
ana thus not really available xor dividends. (a) otock-
noluers ooaay look to tne unaiviuea proxits account wnen tnink-
iug oi dividends.
^lonougn bank earnings in tne past several years
uave been very good, bank management aas adopteu a cautious
dividend policy, me banking aut nor i ties nave concurred in
taie policy. x* good percentage oi earnings nas been retained
in order to bring tne capital ratios go a more reasonable
level. .during tne years oi >vorld War ^ deposits increased
enormously, out very little capital in tne xorm of stock was
added, traditional ratios nave gone awry, mis nas been a
source oi concern to botn banking authorities and bank manage-
ment. oince tne present state of tne stock market is not con-
ductive to tne floating ox new issues, bank management aas re-
sorted to retaining earnings, ibis policy will probably
U) THB FINANCIAL POLlOliiib OF CORPORATIONS by Artnur otone
p ool
(z) MOIkuid BANiQNG by R. u. TdomaS p cl
.r
. K
•
.
.
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continue to receive the same yield he receives today.
The dividend history of banks is interesting.
Some have declared dividends for over 100 consecutive years.
Others have only declared them sporadically or only con-
secutively for as little as six years. (see table 7) Some
seem to maintain a set dividend, while others tie dividends
to earnings. The dividend practice of any particular Dank
will have to be determined by uhe investor.
Tables 3 a .id 4 show the ratios and amounts of earn-
ings, expenses, and dividends of insured commercial banks for
selected years. These show that although earnings have been
increasing dividend rates have remained fairly stable. It
must be remembered, however, that these rates are per $100
of capital accounts, and thus included in the case are the
retained profits. The investor who obtained his stock several
years ago and kept it has been receiving in dollars a larger
amount, but In terms of his investment in the Dank in capital,
surplus, and undivided profits, the amount has remained fairly
stable
•
In actual thousands of dollars dividends and inter-
est on capital rose from $187,769 in 1934 to $315,215 in 1947.
During this same period, total capital accounts grew from
$6,197,947 thousands to $9,527,968 thousands largely through
the retention of profits , The number of banks covered was
14,137 in 1934 and 13,403 in 1947.
Giving strength to the feeling that banks will try
*,
*
.
.
.
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to maintain current rates of dividends, is tire record oi the
industry in 1946, 194v. Caen dividends declared in 1946 per
#100 oi total capital accounts were o.oz ana in 194V, o.ol.
This, despite the fact tnat profits after taxes eluiapeu irom
#10.01 per #100 ox total accounts to #o.£0 in tne latter year.
to bring tne xigures up to date reference is maae
to tne naiMJlIiMGr magazine ox February, l9a9. xne report covers
a combined group ox new lor*. City oanas and out ox i,esv xorii.
Cit^c banks. x.et operating profits xor l94o after all operat-
ing expenses, income taxes, ana traxisiers to reserve accounts
amounteu to 6.070 ox capital accounts. of tnis amount tne
comDinea group oi barufs paid out about ualx in dividends.
1t i rr iiiii'iwW i mr V
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CHAPTER 7
BARK ACCOUNTING METHODS
Lack of uniformity in Dank accounting practices
makes it difficult to compare statements of different banks.
The same account does not mean the same thing to different
oanks . Statements prepared for the public authorities are
made according to a prescribed pattern, but the banks are
given much discretion in its accounting methods and practices
with regard to the public.
Some bank managements are conservative. It is this
type of management that will hide a good deal of profits in
reserves . To the uninitiated such a bank might appear to be
only average when actually it might be very prosperous .
Some banks who purchase securities above par write
them down to par all at once, while others prefer to write
them down periodically. It would be very helpful if banks
were forced to value their securities at cost or market
whichever was lower. Such a requirement would give the invest-
or confidence that the amount opposite this account was a true
valuation. As it stands today, nothing can be told. Some
managements do value at the lower of the two figures, out it
is very difficult to determine who.
Loans and Discounts are another source of irritation.
The dollar amount opposite this account does not mean necess-
arily that it is worth this amount. No mention is usually made
of whether any provision has been made for doubtful loans.
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One can suppose that provision has oeen made in reserves,
but it is only a supposition. Conceivably loans and dis-
counts might be worth more than reported, for a management
might be too cautious and provide excess reserves.
Real estate is sometimes carried at a nominal
value. (1) The investor would have to oe something of an
appraiser to determine the hidden asset that the published
statement contained.
In those banks reporting earnings, methods also differ.
Some banks include in earnings non-recurrent items that other
banks prefer to list as other income. Some report earnings
after taxes, while others report it before taxes. (2)
All in all, the point the investor should remember
is that bank accounting policies do differ. When comparing
statements he should keep this in mind, and, if possible,
try to determine the different policies involved. Unfortunate-
ly, his chances of doing this are slim. Investors will prob-
ably have to wait until laws are enacted or banks voluntarily
supply this information. In the meantime they might help to
force the issue by becoming more vocal in their displeasure.
(1) INDUSTRY SURVEYS, BASIC ANALYSIS, APRIL 9,1948, SECTION 2
Published by Standard and Poor's.
(2) First National Bank of Boston carries Other Real Estate
at $1
.
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CHAPTER 8
REGULATIONS
Tne banks of the United States are subject to numer-
ous regulations. Depending upon the type of charter, it may
he subject to Federal or state control and examination.
Depending upon its memberships, it may be subject to the reg-
ulation and examination of the Federal Reserve System, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Clearing House
Association, and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. The
last named only has supervision where it owns preferred stock
or notes of the bank.
The banking laws of the United States have not been
completely revised since passage of the National Bank Act of
1864. (1) There have been, however, numerous detailed amend-
ments usually brought about by some inadequacy in the laws al-
ready passed.
Passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 brought
about a new era in American banking. The lav; was passed to
help remedy the major faults of the National Bank Act. It too
has been subject to numerous amendments especially during the
years of 1933 and 1935 when banking acts were passed.
State banking laws have not generally kept pace with
Federal banking laws. (2) The laws are more or less strict
(1) BAuKluG STUDIES by Members of The Staff, Board of
Govenors Of The Federal Reserve System, ly41, pbl
(2) COMMERCIAL BANKING LEGISLATION AND CONTROL by
A. M. Allen, S. R. Cope, L. J. H. Dark, H. J. Y/itheridge
p 4u8
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depending upon the states involved.
National Banks
The purpose of the Act which founded the national
hanking system was pretty well summed up in its title*. An
act to provide a national currency secured by a pledge of
United States bonds and to provide for the circulation and
redemption thereof." It was this lack of a uniform currency
that would circulate at par that was mainly responsible for
the national banking system. (1)
Upon the Comptroller of the Currency to a great
extent depends the safety of national banks, their share-
holders and depositors. His duties may be listed as follows: (2)
1. Supervises the organization, charting, and regulation of
national banks
.
2. Redeems, regulates and issues national bank notes.
3. Examines national banks
4. Brings suits for deliberate violations of the law.
5. Publishes banking statistics.
6. Authorizes or refuses to authorize the merger of national
banks and the establishment of branches.
7. On matters relating to national banks, he advises, lays
down rules, and makes decisions.
8. Interprets the existing banking law and considers pro-
spective legislation.
(1) Ibed p 381- 382
(2) iced p 383- 384
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. Takes charge of all failed national oanks and liquidates
or reorganizes then.
10. Supervises the trust activities of the national banks.
In addition, under the Federal Reserve Act, he ex-
ecutes and issues the charter of Federal Reserve Banks, and
redeems and issues Federal Reserve notes and Federal Reserve
bank notes. He is also a member of the Board of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation. (1)
With regard to national oanks there are regulations
concerning formation and capital, surplus, directors, reserves,
permitted activities, loans on Its own shores and other for-
bidden transactions
,
indeotedness
,
loans to one customer, real
estate, and Interest on deposits. (2)
Three reports a year are required of each national
bank by the Comptroller on forms supplied by him. He may also
call for special reports. Each report is the condition of the
bank at the end of a day specified by the Comptroller and It
must be published by the bank at its own expense in a local
newspaper. Rational banks must also furnish reports of their
dividends and net earnings after every declaration of dividends
to the Comptroller. ( 5 )
The Comptroller may appoint examiners to examine
national banks. This examination extends to affiliates other
(1) lbed p 384
(2) lbed p 384- 39b
(3) lbed p 39o- 3y7

than member banks and must be made at least twice a year.
Where necessary recommendations and suggestions are made,
and if the bank does not comply with these reommendations
and suggestions within 12.U days, the Comptroller can pub-
lish his reports on the bank. (1)
Federal Reserve System
The Federal Reserve Act was aimed at overcoming
the inelasticity of the bank note issue and of credit; the
pyramiding of reserves in the big metropolitan banks; the
general inadequacy and inelasticity of the cash reserve
system; the lack of a national clearing system; a lender
of last resort, and a bill market. (2.)
All national banks are compelled to be members
of the Federal Reserve System. State banks may join if they
meet the requirements and desire to join.
Banks that are members are subject to regulations
concerning capital, directors and officers, premises, dealing
in securities, cash reserves, interest on deposits, loans
on stock or bond collateral, limitations on rediscount, ad-
vances by Federal Reserve Barnes to member oanies, and deal-
ings with nonmember banks. (3)
Every member bank must send at least three reports
(1) Ibel p 397
(2) ibed p 397
(3) Ibed pp 410-429
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of condition annually on a prescribed form to its federal
reserve bank and to the Board of Governors . The reports
to the Board are on demand. All affiliates' condition
reports for the same day must also be included and must
disclose fully the relationship existing between each bank
and its affiliates. (1)
Under the Federal Reserve Act, the Comptroller
is required to appoint examiners to examine eacn member
bank twice a year and oftener if necessary. In the case of
state member banks, however, the Board may authorize exam-
inations conducted by state authorities to be accepted. (2)
Affiliates are also liable to examinations.
in addition to these examinations
,
each federal
reserve bank, upon the approval of the Board, may make a
special examination of any bank in its district. It has
to supply to the Board information about such banks. (3)
List of Federal S tatutory Provisions 4 >
In the list that follows the more important fed-
eral statutory provisions and the banks to which they apply
are given.
Applicable to Rational Banks Only
U)
( 2 )
(3)
(4)
Ioed p 430
Ibed p 430
iped p 43u
BACKING STUDIES by Members of the Staff, Board of
Governors, Federal Reserve System p 2.75
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1. Restrictions on real estate loans.
2. Regulations governing exercise of trust powers
.
3. Restrictions on acting as insurance agent.
4. Restrictions on acting as a real estate loan broker.
b . Requirements that one-tenth of earnings be transferred
to surplus until surplus equals common stock.
6. Prohibition against holding ''other real estate 11 for
more than 5 years
.
7. Restrictions on absorption of another bank.
8. Limitations on indebtedness which banks may incur.
Applicable to wacional banks and State lemoer
Banks Only
9 . Limitations on total loans to one borrower.
10. Regulations governing purchase of investment securities
11. Prohibition against purchasing stocks.
12. Prohibition against engaging in underwriting of invest-
ment securities and stocks
.
•
to
i
—
1
Restrictions on loans to executive officers
.
14. Restrictions on dealings with directors
.
15 . Restrictions on interlocking directorates or other
interlocking relations with other banks.
lo . Restrictions on interlocking directorates or other
interlocking relations with securities companies.
17. Prohibition against ioanks having less than five or
more than twenty-five directors.
t—
J
00
• Provision authorizing supervisory authority to remove
r
bb
officers or directors for continued violations of law or
continued unsafe or unsound practices.
IS. Prohibition against affiliation with securities company.
20. Restrictions on holding company affiliates.
21. Restrictions on bank stock representing stock of other
corporations
.
22. Limitations on loans to affiliates.
23. Requirements for reports of affiliates and publication
thereof
.
24. Requirement for examination of affiliates.
2b. Limitation on investment in bank premises.
2b. Minimum capital requirements.
27. 1 inimum capital requirements for branches.
28. Restrictions on withdrawals of capital and payment of
unearned dividends
.
29. Prohibition against loaning on or purchasing own stock.
30. Requirements that reserves specified in Federal Reserve
Act be maintained.
31. Prohibition against making loans or paying dividends
while reserves are deficient.
32. Requirements for specific number of condition reports
annually and for publication thereof.
33. Prohibition against false certification of checks.
34. Requirements in connection with par clearance collection
system
.
: .
•
•
.
•
.
•
•
.
.
.
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35. Limitation on acceptance powers.
3o. Prohibition against acting as agent for non-banking
institutions in making loans to brokers or dealers in
securities
.
37. Limitations on loans to one borrower on stocks or ooncts
.
3d. Limitations on aggregate loans to all borrowers on
stocks or bonds.
39. Limitations on deposits with nonmember banks and insured
nonmember banks
.
Applicable to National Banks, State Member Banks,
and Insured N^nmember Banks
40. Requirements for approval of establishment of branches.
41. Restrictions on consolidating or merging with nonin-
sured banks, assuming liability for such banks deposits,
or transferring assets to such banks for assumptions of
deposits
.
42. Restrictions of payment of interest on deposits.
43. Prohibition against payment of dividends while delin-
quent on deposit insurance assessment.
44. Restrictions on paying time deposits before maturity
or waiving notice before payment of savings deposits.
45. Prohibition against loans or gratuities to bank exam-
iners •
4o . provisions authorizing supervisory authority to require
that the bank provide protection and indemnity against

burglary, defalcation and similar insurable losses.
In addition to these there are a few federal bank-
ing lav/s that apply to all banks including noninsured banks.
Prominent among them are provisions for regulating loans
for purchasing or carrying securities registered on national
securities exchanges, and those granting tax advantages in
connection with operation of a common trust fund if oper-
ated according to regulations laid down by the Board of
Governors
.
State Banks
Our state banking laws seem to be a curious com-
bination of civil and criminal lav/ dealing with such things
as bills of exchange, slander, trusts, embezzlement etc. (1)
The normal state authority consists of a depart-
ment of state banking in charge of a superintendent or bank
commissioner appointed for a fixed term by the governor of
the state. He must have no banking connection or Interest,
though he is often required to have banking experience. He
has under him a force of examiners. In states such as hew
York or Kansas where there are banking boards selected wholly
or partly by the banks, he acts as the board chairman and
executive nead . 'The board may have collective powers, as
in ilew York, or may be only advisory. The bank commissioner
(1) COMMERCIAL BANKING LEGISLATION AND CONTROL by A. IvT . A lie
S. R. Cope, L. J. H. Dark, and H. J. Witheridge p 399
.»
,
fa .
.
•
• •
•
ay
is responsible to the governor, and ne or the board grants
permission for certain activities. Tne commissioner controls
the establishment of new banks. Assessments on the banks
usually finance the banking department. (1)
The New York banking board's powers are prescribed
as follows: to regulate the methods and standards of bank
examination, to define what is unsafe business or an unsafe
position, to set interest rates on deposits, to omit or
postpone calling for re orts, to vary requirements of the
law if the letter of the law is followed, to prescribe safe
methods of tanking, and to remove officers, after they have
been warned, if they persist in following unlawful or un-
safe practices. The Lew York board can also prescribe
methods for keeping the books and can order the banks to
make good any impairment of capital or encroachment on
legal reserves. In Kansas the commissioner can remove
dishonest. Incompetent, or reckless bank officers, and
can revoke a bank's authority to transact business if it
does not comply with his lawful requirements. In Califor-
nia the superintendent has more restrictive powers. He Is,
however, responsible for examinations and. can take possession
of a bank guilty of unsafe, unauthorized, or illegal practices.
He can also take possession of a bank which refuses to permit
(1) Ioed p 399
..
f
:)s ; -*v
.
.
,
.
.
. :
.
.
- so r
examination, or is in an unsafe condition, lie can also
take possession of a bank if he concludes that it is unsafe
for it to continue business. (1)
State banks have regulations concerning exannations,
capital, directors, premises, branches, reserves against de-
posits, officers and employees. (2)
(1) Ibed pp 3u9-4'J0
(2) Ibed pp 401-408
.
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CHAPTER 9
EFFECT OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OH BANKS
The interest rate is all important to banks. Most
of their income is derived from investments in securities,
loans and discounts. The interest rate controls how lucrative
these uses of the money will be.
Control of the interest rate is not within the pow-
er of banks. The monetary authorities manipulate this rate as
they see fit, and with regard to its effect on the economy as a
whole and not to just its effect on the banks. When they wish
to create an easy money market, they reduce reserve requirements,
rediscount rates, margin requirements etc.
The authorities support the government securities mar-
ket at a low rate at the present time. It does this for two
reasons: 1. It wishes to keep interest rates low to make less
costly the refinancing of our tremendous national debt.
2. It does not want to allow the price of bonds to drop. Such
a drop would prove embarassing to the banking industry because
banks still have a huge amount of government securities in their
portfolios, and any drop would result in large losses to banks
as a whole. It should be pointed out, however, that such losses
would be offset by investment in higher yielding securities and
more profitable loans that such a rise in rates would make
possible . It might even be that a good many banks would make
an overall profit on any rise.
..
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Interest rates are extremely low in this country at
the present time. For the last several years, this has posed
a problem to our monetary authorities. Faced with inflation
which feeds on low interest rates, they were committed to a
low interest rate. Inflation, however, never got out of control,
and today the threat is passed. It seems, consequently, that
low interest rates will continue. This is especially so if the
country encounters a recession, for the monetary authorities
have favored an easy money policy in the past in like situations
on the theory that low interest rates encourage loans
.
Government in the past two decades has taken an in-
creasingly active part in performing functions that were once
performed by banks . In a sense the Government participation
may be looked upon as competition. Just how extensive this
competition is may be shown by listing the government agencies
involved in bank-like operations . The larger ones are as
follows. (1)
Investment Banking Group
Farm Credit Adminis tration. Farm Security Adminis-
tration, Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, Federal Home Loan
Banks, Federal Housing Administration, Federal Land Banks,
Federal national Mortgage Association, Federal Public Housing
Authority, Federal Works Agency, Home Owners Loan Corporation,
(1) MOi.EY AhD BAhKInG Edited by M. B. Foster, R. Rodgers p 107
£. .
.
.
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Inland lfe terways Corporation, Land Bank Commissioner, Produc-
tion Credit Corporation, Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Reconstruction Finance Corporation Company, Rural Electnca--
tion Administration, Tennessee Valley Authority, United States
Housing Authority, United States Postal Savings System, United
States Maritime Commissioner.
Commercial Banking Group
Commodity Credit Corporation, Export-Import Bank of
Washington, Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, Regional Agri-
cultural Credit Corporation.
Cooperative and Consumer Credit Group
Central Bank For Cooperatives, District Banks for
Cooperatives, Electric Home and Farm Authority, Federal Credit
Unions, Tennessee Valley Associated Cooperatives Inc.
Miscellaneous Group
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal Savings
And Loan Insurance Corporation.
Tne list is quite extensive, but not all of them com-
pete directly with Danks . Some handle business that the banks
could not handle anyhow because of the risk involved. (1)
Others actually took over such things as mortgages which Danks
had become heir to on defaulted loans . Some were actually
founded to help banks to help themselves such as the Federal
(1) INDUSTRY SURVEYS, BASIC ANALYSIS APRIL 9, 1943, SECTION 2
published by Standard and Poor’s.
.•
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Deposit insurance Corporation.
Table 5 shows the outstanding loans of government
corporations and credit agencies. It will be noted that the
amounts in most categories have been declining. This Is direct-
ly attributable to the prosperous times that have characterized
the past several years. (1)
What the future holds, as far as Government partici-
pation is concerned, is difficult to determine. The implica-
tions of the recent presidential election, and President Truman's
"Pair Deal" are for continued competition. Already a bill has
oeen introduced into Congress calling for a $4 billion for a
Missouri Valley Authority.
Government has also seen fit to guarantee loans made
by banks usually in order to have these loans made by the banks.
These loans totaled over $5 billion at the end of 1947. Of the
guaranteed portion over 70% was real estate loans which are
considered one of the more hazardous types. (2) Table b shows
the commercial bank loans guaranteed or insured by agencies of
the United States government.
(1) Ibed Section 2
(2) ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1947 p 45

TABLE 5
OUTSTANDING LOANS OP GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS AND CREDIT AGENCI
AS OP DECEMBER 31
In Millions o f Dollars
1941 (2) 1946 1947 (3)
Recon. Pin. Corp and affils. 15 U5 740 904
Export Import Bank 139 1241 1789
Home Mor t. ana housing age ns.:
Home Owners Loan Corp. 1777 624 508
Federal Home Loan Banks 219 293 336
Federal Public Housing Auth. 367 278 278
Loans to aid agriculture:
Federal La nd Ba nks 1764 919 95
Federal Farm Mortgage 597 120 391
Federal Inter. Credit Banks 235 273 235
Banks for Cooperatives 113 231 235
Commodity Credit Corp. 23b 109 Id 1
Farmers Home Admin. 467 315 316
Rural E lectrification Admin. 323 527 678
All other loans 748 978 3523) (4)
TOTAL 8487 6649 9212
(1) Excluding interagency loans.
(2) Not strictly comparable with subsequent data due to
revised method or reporting.
(3) As or September 3u
(4) Includes $635 million In stock of International Bank,
and $2750 International Monetary Pund quota.
Source: Standard and Poor’s INDUSTRY SURVEYS, Basic
Analysis, April 9, 1943, Section 2
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TABLE b
COMMERCIAL BALK LOANS GUARANTEED OK INSURED BY AGENCIES
OP TEE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, DECEMBER 31, 1947
In Millions of Dollars
Type of Loan and Guar. Agency Too. Guar, in Guaranteed
Whole or in Part Portion
All types
Real estate-total
Federal Housing Admin.
Veterans Administration
Business loans -total
Recon. Finance Corp
.
Veterans Administration
Export-Import Bank
War Agencies, Reg. V
Federal Reserve 13B
Farm loans -total
Veterans Administration
Commodity Cr . Corp.
Consumer loans -total
Federal Bousing Admin.
5143 (1) 3477 (1
3898 2733
1801 178b
2-U97 947
788 573
409 307
183 71
187 187
2 2
7 o
87 7b
21 10
bb ob
37u (1) 95 (1
370 (1) 95 (1
(1) includes a small amount of Title I loans made by
mutual savings banks not available separately.
Note: Based on records of guarantor agencies. Volume of
commercial bank loans guaranteed by Veterans Admin-
istration estimated upon the basis' of a sample survey.
Source: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INDURANCE
CORPORATION FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1947
p 45

CHAPTER 1U
FEATURES OF BA INK STOCK
To list the advantages and disadvantages of bank
stock without listing the advantages and disadvantages of
the banking industry would be impossible, for the condi-
tions under which the industry operates are directly re-
flected in its stocks. Simply to list the past earnings
record, dividend payments, and the market price of bank
stocks would be unrealistic in that it would give the in-
vestor no real knowledge of the industry itself. Such
knowledge is vital if the investor is to invest in these
stocks intelligently.
Banks, being of a quasi-public nature, are sub-
ject to regulation. Banks operating under a federal
charter are suoject to federal regulation and examination;
banks operating under a state charter are subject to state
regulation and examination and if they are members of tne
Federal Reserve System are subject to the rules and reg-
ulations of this body; banks that are members of the Fed-
eral Denosit Insurance Corporation are subject to the Corp-
oration's examinations. In addition metiiDers of clearing
house associations are often subject to examination by the
clearing house. If the bank has preferred stock or notes
owned by the reconstruction Finance Corporation, it is
/3
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subject to some supervision by that agency. (1)
Most of these examinations and regulations are
concerned with protecting the depositor, but the stock-
holder is also affected by them. Through these bodies
unsound and unsafe bank practices are prevented which helps
both the depositors and stockholders. It must be admitted,
however
,
that these agenci.es force a bank to oe conser-
vative especially in its dealings in securities and thus
prevents an intelligent management from securing the earn-
ings it might from this source.
Bank management today is known for its conser-
vatism. The debacle of the 1930’s left its Imprint and
management is cautious. Although earnings have increased
greatly since 1934 per $100 of total capital accounts, al-
most doubling in 194b, dividends have continued at the same
rate. The banking authorities have encouraged the rein-
vestment of earnings . They have become alarmed at the grea
increase in deposits without a commensurate increase in cap
ital accounts
.
Income from investments In securities forms a
large share of bank earnings . During the years of World
War 2 commercial banks invested so heavily In United States
(1) COMMERCIAL BANKING LEGISLATION AND CONTROL by A. M.
Allen, S. R. Cope, L. J. H. Dark, and E. J. Wl theridge
p 38u
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Government securities that their operations took on a de-
cidly investment character. (1) Earnings during these
years from loans were less than from investments in secur-
ities. Since the v:ar ' s end earnings from investments have
declined, and earnings from loans have again become the
largest source of income. Of the gross earnings of New
England member banks in 1948, 44/5 were accounted for by
loans and 30% by investments in Uhl ted States securities.
An industry dependent to such an extent on the
prices of securities is vulnerable, for a slight drop in
security prices might well wipe out all earnings from this
source. (3) The investor, being aware of the actions
of security markets, should bear this in mind when invest-
ing in bank stocks. The danger today, however, is not
too pressing because of the government policy of support-
ing the government bond market. Should the government
ever change this policy, the effect on banks initially
might be disastrous. Without government support banks
would probably fall into their old practice of buying sec-
urities when prices are high and selling them when prices
are low.
(1) OUR NATIONAL DEBT A,.D THE BANKS, ..ational Debt Series
oy the Committee on Public Debt Policy p 10
(2) MONTHLY REVIEW of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
February, 1945 p 5
(3) SECURITY ANALYSIS by B. Graham, D. L. Dodd p 411
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.u. major indictment of banks in general is tneir
reluctance to disclose enouga facts about taeir operations
to allow intelligent analysis. it is true tnat some banks
cooperate in this respect, out most DanK statements are
deficient. Many times tne investor nas notning but conden-
sed ban* statements to use lor ais analysis. An intell-
igent analysis on taese statements is actually impossible.
Tide items included are so general tnat very little, ix any-
tning, can be aeaucea from tnem. ror example, a breakdown
of securities into types, maturities, etc. would oe extreme-
ly neipxul, as would a Dreaadown ox loans and aiscouxits.
ouca breakdowns are seldon fortncoming. TbLie is probably
tne cniex stumbling olock in tne way ox bank stock invest-
ment;. curiously exiougn oank oxxicers as well as government
autnorities seem to feel tnat since banks are subject to
regulation and examination no great disclosure of tneir
affairs is necessary, unfortunately
,
tney al ays seem to
tnirik in terms of tae depositor and not tae investor. (lj
lae capital sections of banks are very simple.
I'aey consist usually of common stock, surplus, ana undivided
profits, in some cases preferred stock is outstanding, but
it is relatively small in amount. Ordinarily a simple
(1 ) oOUnE POLICIES jj’OH BAjnjv MAiiAGMVLuijST by n. E. nodkey.
Appendix B, rne financial reports of Commercial Banks
by nr. J. B. «iliie p £10
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capital structure is to be recommended. it snould be Kept
in mind, nowever, tnat in many industries trading on tae
equity is done successfully, and tnat a too simple capital
structure may not De an unmitigated blessing, nemember
too, that in industries where bonus are allowed and used,
bond interest is an expense and not subject to aouole tax-
ation as dividends are.
svita regard to tne stocK, tnere are numerous
cons ideratioxiS . x/ouole liability on some bar.K stocK still
exists, axid its existence or non-exestexice snould De deter-
mined by tne investor. Safety of principal is relatively
good. .airing the 14 yea: s since tne beginning oi tne fed-
eral neposit insurance Corporation, tne annual rate or fail-
ure of tne DanKs covered averaged 40 per U000 concerns.
At no time during tnis period did laiiures exceed 70 per
10000 concerns, and in 1047 ana tne 4 previous years tae
failures wer 16, 7, 4, o, and 14 respectively, inis rate
compared favorably wita tne rate of business in general. (1
it is true tnat avoidance of xailure does not
necessarily mean safety oi principal, out it serves as
a good indication, failures can De expected to go higher
in tne future. Tae extraordinary conditions of the years
of */orld .‘var £ and tne postwar period tnat made DanK
(1) Hi'iMUAL RliPOPTS Oi' Trtn PADlhhL DEPOSIT IiniSUkaInCE 00KP~
OiATIOjn FOR Tdn fii,ARS tin In D j3RCja.iv!BnR ol, 1041, 1^47
pp 07 , 1'C4
*.
.
.
.
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operations so profitaole are already tilings oi tae past,
out failures snould remain low oecause oi tae supervision
oi tae aiixerent agencies, ana tae lessons learned in tae
last great depression.
insured commercial oanKS in tae years 19^4-1947
paid a casa dividend oi oe tween #b ana #4 per frlUO ox total
capital accounts. The lowest was #b.Ob in 19b4, and tae
aignest was $b.Yo in 1941. in 194b and 1947 tae rate was
$b.bl and respectively. (1) it snould De remembered
taat tae rate is per $100 ox total capital accounts ana
includes additions to capital xrom profits. iaes e addition
were considerable in tae past 5 years, irom tais it may be
deuuceu taat an investor is likely to receive a return oi
from #b to $4 eacn year ior eaca #100 invested in tae bank
in tae iorrn ox capital stock, surplus, and undivided prof-
its .
.vita regard to marketability
,
bank stocks are
usually traded in tae over- tae-counter market, This mar-
ket is highly developed and efficient, and aence a good
bank stock is readily marketaole.
bank stocks are not known for taeir large re-
turns. fields are within tae 4 jo to b 2yo range. The
small investor will nave to determine for himself waetaer
i 1 ) AJSMJAL BEPOET OF Tab PE lERAL DEPOSIT IflSUEAISGE 20
OfiATIOU FOB THn fbAR ENPET DECEMBEK ol, 1947 p 9b
-.
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tais return is sufficient, in view of tne riSn.s involves,
to warrant investment especially vmen ue contrasts tae
return wita tae return of a riskless investment.
nividenas are taxaole oy tae federal govern-
mexit axxu. usually oy tae different states. me investor
snould Keep in mlua taat in states suca as- xviassacause tts
deposits in cooperative ban&s ana savings oaaKS pacing
a good return wita small risif are exempt irom state tax-
ation if tae depositor lives witain tae state in waicu
tae deposit is aela.
me quality ox potential appreciation taat
can be attacaea to otaer types oi stocK can aardly oe
attocaed to dans stocK. nanKS operate on a narrow mar-
gin between wnat taey caarge lor tae use of money ana
waat tney nave to pay tneir depositors and st ocmolaers
for tne use oi money. jBan&s offer an idexitical commod-
ity and are sufficiently numerous so taat neen compet-
ition exists even witain tne same neignboruoo a. i*ne
caances of axxy banf succeeaixxg spectacularly unuer taese
conditions are not good.
usually Dttr k stocks are issued in conveniexit
denominations . mere are some selling for around #lcOO
sucn as tne liret national nariK of new iorx, out tnese
are exceptions, me majority of tnem sell for under ^100.
a.s witn any common stocK, ban* common stool
must be watcned closely, file disastrous record of tne
•.
.
.
.
-
industry in tne early 19i>0‘S is warning enougn. it is nara
to conceive tnat tne speculative absurdities oi tnat period
would be repeated, out tne investor must be on nis guard,
i'he price range of ban* stocKS even in tne past o years
nae been sufficiently wide to nave brougnt disaster to the
investor wno neglected to watcn nis investment closely.
fable 7 shows tne experience of several stoc&s
in recent years witn regard to earnings, dividends, price
range, price, ana approximate yield.
• i-
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GHaPTnB 11
UUTLOOB I'OH BAM. STOC£
i'ae outlook xor oaiiK stocK is of course tieu to
tne outlook xor oan*.s waicii in turn is &ieu largely to tne
out loo hl ior Business in general. Ii Dusiness in general is
good, tne outlooa. ior oan& stoca is gooa.
ine ousiness outlook xor 1949 is mixea. rdere
are some wao predict tnat we nave entered tne lirst pnaee
oi a aepression, wnile otners claim tiiat we nave experienced
only a sligat deflationary movement wnica is nealtmul ior
tne economy, ana tnat the country will continue prosperous
in 1949.
employment xigures are watcnea closely oy tnose
trying to forecast ousiness conditions. unemployment reacne
a
a postwar nigu in neoruary ox 1949 of over ^,^00,000. Oddly
enougn tne numoer employed in February set an all-time em-
ployment record. Orowtn of tne labor force accounted ior tne
seeming paradox. Observors oelieve tnat tne record oi employ-
ment in idarca and ^pril wnen activity usually increases will
tell tne tale. (1)
for my own part, i Delieve tnat Business will con-
tinue prosperous in 1^4y out at a more competitive ana slignt-
ly reduced level. .tor unis reason, x uelieve tQat Dan& stoca
will continue arouna its present level, but it too will suxier
a slignt decline.
(1) ‘fixe- wALL Sl'Ki-L'i? JOUjaHAL Iviarcn o, 1949 p 1
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vrovernment actions nave a good ueal ox control
over tae price of barns, stoc& albeit indirect control, ine
administration s proposal xor a ^4 billion tax raise mostly
on corporations would, ii passea, reauce bank loans to in-
dustry. xne tax raise would effectively reauce industry's
enthusiasm lor expansion ana aence opportunities xor bank
loans.
Ii tne leaeral government again resumes its uexicit
spending eitner Decause of a easiness recession ox government
activities such as tne arming of our allies, it is logical to
assume unat it will again turn to tne uanits as a medium oi
depression, tae increased investment in securities by Dan&s
will nelp to Oxiset tne loss oi income on reuucea loans.
xne DanKS uave been reducing taeir nolaings oi
government securities in tne past o .years partly as tne result
ox one treasury's policy or reducing one amount or government
ue ot in tne aaiius ol Dan-iis **itu all available surpluses, and
partly oecause banas nave oeen a Die to increase loans to in-
dustry wnicn are more remunerative than investments in secur-
ities .
reserve requirements ore at present at taeir max-
imum. v 1 )
(1) federal reserve Board ordered a reduction in reserve re-
quirements in tne central reserve cities oi Gnicago ana
x<ew Xorx reserves requires against demand deposits were
reaucea irom cbp to ^4p; lor reserve city oanixs tae rate
will arop irom cap to tilp; for country Danas tne rate
will oe reduced irom loyo to loye. On time deposits tne
reserve rate xor all DanKs will oe reaucea irom Yfp to 'ip.
By tnese reauctions an additional $1, BOO, 000, 000 will be
made available to tae baiiii.s lor lending and investment,
ftm WALL STfinnT JOUbNaL, ^pril £9
,
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It is reasonable to assume tuat Cuese will oe reduced in
time. d decline in business will bring a speeuy reduction
in reserve requirements u passeu nistory can oe oelievea.
monetary autuorities nave always iavoreu an easy money policy
in tne lace oi declining business on tae tneory Gnat easy
money conditions encourages loans. xnis is a uiiiicult tneory
to prove, ii it can De proved ug all, out so long as tne tneory
is neld, tne banits are tne beneiiciaries
.
dltnougn as stated previously, as business goes so
goes one DanKS, one government tnrougn its agencies is inclined
to use tne oan£S to nelp combat inllation or deilation in tne
business world. xnus reserve requirements, rediscount rate,
regulations on consumer loans etc., are all manipulated in
attempts to stabilize tne economy, xnis policy cannot iail in
nelping directly to staoilize oanK earnings. spending upon
business conditions, tnese agencies eiiectively aad to or
subtract rrorn tne amount ox money available to banms lor loans
to industry or investment in securities.
In audition tne practice oi Danas oi diversity ing
tneir loans among dinereut industries and oi investing in
securities wnen opportunities xor loans are limited also uelp
to stabilize earnings.
it is Guese cnaracteris tics oi a Dana's operations
tuat serve as tne Oasis ior tne reputation tuat Dona stoox
envoys as Delng stable axiu good xor a steaoy income. xnere
is notning in tne present picture tnat would indicate tnat
."
.
,
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tdese ca&racteristics will cnaage, or taat oana stoca s
reputation will De lesseneu in 1949.
Bank s t o ck nas Deen cnaracterizeo. as «, gooa 4/&
investment, warnings, especially in tne last 4 years, nave
been extremely good, out most oanK managements nave not
raisea taeir dividend rates very mucn prexerring to reinvest
a gooa pare oi proxits. xne reasons xor this uave oeen two-
lola: 1. tne capital to deposit ratio uas declined so snarp-
ly in one p»st xew years tnat it uaS oeen « source ox concern
to OanK management ana tne monetary ndtnon t leas ; e. oanK
stoca. line most otner stoCK naS Deen selling at a discount,
so Ouat ouiluing up capital tnrougn tne Sale oi atocji is
dceniea iliauV IS a die .
it vvouiu. seem xrom all tnis tuv? present uiviaend
rate ox a/« uo %>$-/
o
will remain Stccov mm ue secure xor at
least tne aejit two ^ears.
As in most otner industries, Dana. expenses nave
Deen increasing. luring tne past tuxee .years expenses nave
consumed an ever increasing proportion ox earnings. salaries
and Wages accounted xor tne major outlays at all Ooxi a.S
,
Xiarge
increases in tnis type ox item are not expected, in
otner expense items nave lately oeen reuuceo. ox xestrictea
to a minimum rise onrouga better metnous ana systems ana
mecQani z at ions. (1)
11 ) MOxiTHLi rmiVl^vi,1 oi tne xeaerai reserve Banx ox noston
ieoruary, Isfts p u
..
.
.
. - C- «A i . -’ilJ ii -»I
it appears at tne present time tnat tne banks aave
succeeded in getting tneir expenses under control. xue invest-
or xieeu not be concerned about increased expenses being a
menace to uls investment.
investment analysts advise an investor not to invest
in a stock selling at more tuan times earnings. ilj inis
is a reasonable statement. ** stock tnat is not earning D/o on
tne investment would uaruly oe recommenuea as an investment,
mese analysts go on to state tnat a stock snoula sell around
la to 14 times earnings to merit close attention.
At tne present time conservative investment issues
oi bank stock are selling at 11 to la times earnings ana some
otner good issues are selling at 7 to 10 times earnings. (£)
‘inis means tnat as aar as tne investor is concerned, ne is
earning irom V.y -/o to 14 . 4y©.
ine question mignt well oe as^ea way a gooa oarm stock
snoula sell at only y times earnings. j.t would seem tnat tne
price oi sued a stock would be oid up. lay it is not is a
matter oi conjecture. Lana, stock like otner stock suixerrirom
tne apatny tnat exists in tne stock market at tne present time.
Many investors xeel tnat tne market is too uncertain to warrant
any large scale investing. in addition, investors realize
tnat bank earnings during one past iew years uave seen at record
ilj Si.CU.hlTi AiALlSIs by B. uranam, i. L. Load poaa
{&) SiLCUhiTY Adi IhiUSTBY sUlCVEY publisnea February 1^4*
oy Merrill JLyncn, Bierce, leaner, ana Beane
.i.
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nigu aue to war financing ana post-war inaustrial activity,
raese investors realize tuat one banking inaustry s earnings
will aecline ana are evidently aiscounting present earnings
wnen tainting ox DaxiK stocks as an investment, men too,
oan&s nave oeen inclined recently to disburse only nail ox
tneir earnings in aividenae, a policy wnicn apparently aoes
not reconimena tnem to investors.
nnotner analyst is concernea wit a boo* value stating
tuat market value snould not exceeu book value by more tnan
1* times. Hi Loo* value is tne amount ox money tuat eacn
snare oi stock would receive ii all us sets were sola at tne
values snown on tne statement ana all liabilities were ois-
cnargeu accoroing to tne amounts snown on tne statement, tne
remainaer being diviaea among tne s tocmnolaers on a per snare
bas x s
.
Impending upon cue policies pursue o by cue inui vis-
ual ban*e
,
cue xigui e given xor boom value may or may not be
accurate. iue book value can be uisoorteu in various ways.
assets can ue written up inflating book value or assets can
be written down vo ueiiate boo* value. lor example, arbitrary
values are oiten placeu on xixea assets tuus aistorting tne
book value.
(1) XNViSTMM'il'S kJMx) IHYicSTMliNT POLICY by 1. I. nurtenett p lao
••
.
.
.
.
yl
x.ven taouga boo*. value may De suujectea to manipu-
lation, it snould, by no means, De ignoreu. xQis is especially
true 01 bams. stocks because oi tne nign proportion ox liquiu
assets represented in tne statement ox condition. ( 1 ) Because
ox its very nature a oanx must Keep on uanu substantial ^mounts
oi caen ana securities taat can be turnea into casa on snort
notice. xn aaaition oaxiKS are. restricted in tne types ox secur-
ities tney can uola generally being allowe a to possess only
tnose ox superior quality, lurtner, banKS sucn as national
banKS are restricted in tneir aealings in real estate.
xnese provisions and similar ones serve to import greater sig-
nificance to oook value in tne case ox banK stoc&s.
xit any rate, tne intelligent investor snoula at least
be able to tell uimselx wnat value ne is actually setting on
tne business and wnat ne is actually receiving xor nis money in
terras ox tangiDle resources. (c
)
In tnis way ue can uiaixe certain
taat dook value is reasonable ana can prevent uimselx xrom buy-
ing (Stoca wnose book value xs only a small fraction ox tne
price oi tne stocK.
fable o snows tne market price oi uaxxn stocKS in
relation to boon value. Oi tne seven Boston ana Bew xoxk banK.
stocKS stuuiea tnree were selling above oook value and xour
ilj IBVnb'i'iViiiBT ABALISIS by u. H. Brime p a9 o
(k) C0ivMJ2.iiUl.tiL BABiLtBG LBGIBLATIOB ABB COBTKOL by A. M. ^llen,
a » xv. oO pe
,
Xi. o . n » xaiK
,
xx. *J « ni t ne rx age ppa^C— 0x2
1
(oj BnCUhITi ABiiLlblS oy B. Grauam ana B. L. Boaa p 0Y6
. .
.
- J. .
.
.
,
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below boo£ value. oi btie tnree selling above dook value none
exceeued doo£ Value 1^ oinies.

market
price
for
bank
stocks
in
relation
to
book
value
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CHAPTER 12
STATISTICS
In the tables that hollow the experiences of sev-
eral Boston and hew York banks are shown for the years 1929,
1932, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1945, and 1948. The tables are as
follows
:
BOSTON BANKS
Table 9 . The First National Bank of Boston
Taole 10. National Shawmut Bank
Table 11. Second National Bank
Table 12 . State Street Trust Company
Tab le 13. United States Trust Company
NEW YORK BANKS
Table 14. Chase National Bank of the City of New York
Table 15. The Bank of the Manhattan Company
The years were selected to show the conditions of
the banks under almost all conceivable conditions. Up to the
fall of 1929 the banks had enjoyed a series of exceedingly
prosperous years. Late in that year the banking industry was
shaken to its foundation by the stock market crash and the
panic that followed. Nineteen hundred thirty-two marked the
depth of the depression. Nineteen hundred thirty-seven was
a relatively prosperous year while in 1938 a recession from the
levels of 1937 occurred. Nineteen hundred thirty-nine was the
last year before the effects of World War 2 were felt. Nineteen
hundred forty-five v/as a war year, and 1948 was the last yeay.

for which information was available. Thus the latest exper-
iences of the banks are shown as well as their experiences
under conditions of war and peace, depression and prosperity.
Attempts were made to list the most significant
information. For each year important items of assets are
shown such as loans and discounts, cash and in banks, and
securities. Total assets are also shown. Deposits are
listed as are the items that make up the capital funds. Al-
so listed are the book value, par value, market value, and
dividend paid. Vtfhere they were available earnings and earn-
ings per share were shown.
For purposes of comparison with the individual
banks, the comparative statements of banks in the aggregate
are given in Table lb. All insured commercial banks were
used for the years 1937, 1938, 1939, 1945, and 1948. Since
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation did not exist in
1929 and 1932, the figures for all national banks were used
in these years. It was felt that the figures for national
banks were appropriate because several of the banks studied
are national banks
.
Table 17 compares all insured commercial banks
with individual banks as to earnings, expenses, and dividends
per $100 of current operating earnings for the year ended
December 31, 1947. Of the seven banks investigated only
four. The First National Bank of Boston, the United States
Trust Company, the Chase National Bank of the City of Lew
’
'
-
..
.
• :
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
-
. .
-
York, and the Bank of tne Manhattan Company, . released suf
ficient information concerning their profits and losses
so that this could he done.
Table IB compares the earnings of all member
banks, 78 utilities, 379 industrials and all class 1
railroads for the period 1929 through 1947. Comparisons
of this type should possibly be the first step in making
any investment regardless of the type of investment con-
templated .
Comparisons made on the basis of net earnings
reveal that bank earnings seem to be fairly stable. In
contrast, industrial earnings fluctuate over a wide area,
prospering exceedingly in good years
,
declining rapidly
in poor years. Banks are consistently better earners tha
railroads, but utilities are consistently better earners
than banks
,.
• ^
.
.
'
-
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TABLE 9
FIRST RATIONAL BAM OF BOSTON
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS FOR SELECTED YEARS
Cash and in banks
Loans and discounts (1)
U. S. Gov't ohlig. (2)
State and raun. sec.
Other securities
Total Assets
Capital stock
Surplus
Undivided profits
Deposits
Book value (in doll.)
Market value : (in doll.)
High
Low
par vaLue (in dollars)
Dividends paid (in doll.)
Net operating earnings
in thousands
Earned per share (in doll.)
In thousands of dollars
December 31
192:9 1932 1937 1938 1939 1945 1948
139249 159633 2224bl 326108 392090 386903 493570
440993 343284 293186 289938 288106 431735 502053
44630 107352 154983 110703 12.0480 834658 468305
15337 23683 14072 22322 21206 10519
6538 8029
7033 4
7
647317 720348 765081 847336 1704193 1518b35
43500 44500 27813 27813 27813 27813 27813
47188 52188
36632 30860 51515 52372 53406
iolbO 17590
522587 550940 b 15939 662094 739025 1578278 1370657
3to . 84 33.87 35 .65 36.04 36 .50 40.97 43.86
214
.
42. 60. 25 43. 47. 58.75 50.88
113 19. 32 .25 31.75 37.75 53. 44.25
20 20 12 .50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50
1.60 2.30 2. 2. 2. 2
.
2.25
7790 6334 6388 7914 8511
3.47 2.85 2.87 3.56 3.82
(1) Mo title of this account for the years shown up to 1945 was Loans, Discounts and Investments.
(2) The title of this account in 1929 U. S. Securities and Bankers' Acceptances.
Source: Manual of Investments: BANKS, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, INVESTMENT TRUSTS,
• .
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TABLE lu
NATIONAL SHAWMUT BAM
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS FOR SELECTED YEARS
In thousands of dollars
1929 1932 1937 1938
31
1939 1945 1943
Cash and in banks 50904 44149 66922 61746 82202 86882 109038
Loans and investments 159935
Loans and discounts 05735 86847 62980 71047 75055 1O0279
U. S. Gov't and mun. sec. 23580
U. S. Gov't obligations 49231 30833
'
71672 60757 289105 16 3945
State and municipal sec. 2o40 5367 5095 2883
Other securities 23920 4016 4371 4095 1968 10272
Total assets 27111V 201127 197750 212849 229688 482519 390913
Capital stock 2:0000 20000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000
Surplus and und
.
profits 12559 11911 20803 20.351 20901 21926 22778
Deposits 183231 158083 164754 179987 196576 428461 354216
Net operating income 1741
In dollars 7
Boom value 40.70 39.89 38.50 38 .56 38 . o3 39 .91 40.97
o value ;
High 119. 34. 36 .13 23.25 28. 35.50 25.75
Low 67.50 16.25 21.75 19. 19.25 28.88 22.
par value 23. 25. 12.5u 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50
Dividend paid 0) .75 2.25 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 .
Earned per share 2.13
(1) On $100 shares in 1929, $9 was paid.
Source : Moody's Manual of Investments: BANKS, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, INVESTMENT’ TRUSTS, published
annually
.
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TABLE 11
SECOND NATIONAL BANK
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS PON SELECTED YEARS
In thousands of dollars
1929 193:2 1937
Cash and in banks 1045o 19592: 30O18
Loans and discounts 3 139 6 1474b 24873
U. S. Gov't obligations 1515 5476 8756
State and municipal securities 4923 1627
Other securities 3150 6120 3368
Total assets 49476 59643 83927
Capital stock 2000 2000 2000
'
Surplus 4000 4ooo 40o0
Undivided profits 706 213 746
Demand deposits 36024 47967 74307
Time deposits 288b 3720 1526
Net profit 410 408 431
In dollars
Book value 83.33 77.00 84.33
Market value:
High
Low
156 .
127.
87.
78.
186
.
136.
par value 25. 25. 25.
Dividend paid 4. 4. 4.
Earned per share 5.12 5.10 5 .36
•December 31
1938 1939 1945 1948
30784 37347 41815 46649
34969 40092 64463 62443
13249 12725 76998 4bb45
2868 2411 750 2558
4083 4313 378 891
86528 97573 185672 162795
2000 2000 4000 4000
4000 4000 6000 6000
770 815 1107 1559
77646 88899 171950 146658
919 255
344 365 1101
84.62 85.19 111.07 115.59
138.
121.
144.
127 .
135.
133.
130.
122.
25. 25. 40. 40.
4. 4. 4.
4.
4.29 4.56 11.01
cc
CO

TABLE 12
STATE STREET TRUST COMPANY
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS FOR SELECTED YEARS
In Thousands of Dollars
December 31
1929 1932 1937 1938 1939 1945 1948
Cash and in banks 15055 11908 29348 3 1036 37209 37006 48040
Loans and discounts 51822 26908 30682 31020 34270 59177 63324
Investments 1792
U. S. Gov’t obligations 10679 20647 21418 24783 86092 40208
State and municipal sec.
12u48
5 1105 804
Other securities 6314 6075 3378 9940 7063
Total assets 75453 62,727 88954 92236 101887 193287 161154
Capital stock 3000 3000 3890 3890 3390 4000 4000
Surplus 350U
3706
4585
5341 5631
6uOO 6000
Undivided profits 401 602 1408 2541
Demand deposits 68209 80898 90249
61652 55731 177819 143060
Time deposits 2294 368 168
In dollars
Book value 230.03 223.52 233.34 237.31 244. V
4
285.20 62. 7u
Market value:
High
40U.
275. 340. 2o5 • 310. 340. 68.
Low 25u. 26u. 245.
254. 322.50 64 .
par value 100. 10U. 100
.
100. 100. 100. 20.
Dividend paid 15. 12. 8. 8. 8.
8. 2.
Source: Moody’s Manual of Investments: BANKS
,
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, INVESTMENT TRUSTS, pub 1ished
: iyi uu.j • o m *
annually
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TABLE 13
UNITED STATES TRUST COMPANY
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS FOR SELECTED YEARS
In thousands of dollars
December 31
1929 1932 1937 1938 1939 1945 1948
Cash and in banks 3763 2.598 So45 2717 2857 10063 11866
Loans and discounts 11304 14928 3131 3939 4957 1205b 24424
U. S. Gov’t obligations 2113 2290 862: 987 700 18122 10745
Other securities 10171 8638 304b 2964 2:690 59
Total assets 2743b 286l6 10919 10972 11582: 41245 47855
Common stock 25u0 1400 700 700 700 700 1150
Pref. stk. con., cum., 8%
par $10 450 450 450 450
• Surplus 3000 2000 900 9 uu 900 600 700
Undivided profits 767 790 192: 98 65 48 336
Demand deposits 7430 6813 7824 39159 44869
21169 16888
Time deposits 788 338 63
net income 124 146 150 235
In dollars
Book value, common stock 62 .67 29.93 22.78 21.49 20.45 18 .96 21.70
jviarjiet value , common:
High
Low
195.
103
7 hid
12.50
10.
2.1.50
12.50
18.25
14.75
par value
,
common 25. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.
10.
Dividend paid, common 4. .63 .40 .80 .80 .50
.80
Earned per share 1.34 1.57 1.63
2.05
ource : Moody’s Manual of Investments
:
BANKS, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, INVESTMENT TRUSTS, published
a nnua 1 ly .
101

TABLE 14
CHASE NATIONAL BANK OP THE CITY OF iMEW YORK
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS FOR SELECTED YEARS
In thousands of dollars
December 31-
1929 1932 1937 1938 1939 1945 1948
Cash and in banks 4672177 391297 708040 882618 1294o75 1366233 1415326
U. S. Gov't obligations 164987 214996 603362 639878 820170 3078102 1482834
State and mun. sec. 83026 81129 121823 115818 147221 29644
Other securities 57578 148680 173745 167427 151712 171834 157175
Loans and discounts 884694 887187 728522 638734 6361y6 1271694 1482834
Total assets 171482,9 1856290 2375379 2523167 3085819 6092601 4631472
Capital stock Iu5u00 148000 100270 100270 100270 111000 111000
Surplus 1U5000 100000 100270 1002:70 1O0270 139000 154000
Undivided profits 31364 11130 31121 35247 33u21 50240 62764
Deposits 12:48218 1466039 2069990 2234333 2803730 5742180 4237000
Profits 18304
j»et earnings 0)30013 l^a) 15016 (^2.) 14486 (jfc) 13315
et operating earnings
In dollars
0) 17422 i i
)
29231
ook value 45.97 35.02 31.31 31.86 31.56 40.57. 44.2,9
Market value:
High
Low
285.
135
50
19
63.50
28.75
34.50
24.25
37.50
28.75
47.50
39.
37.63
32.50
par value 20. 20. 13.55 13.55 13.55 15. 15.
Dividend paid 3 .75 2.75 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.60
Earned per share 3.49 4.06 2.03 1.96 1.30 2.36 2.98
(1) Before reserves
(2) After taxes
(3) In 1929 on the $100 par shares a dividend of $10.50 was paid.
Source; Moody's Manual
This volume is
of Investments: BAjmIvS,
published annually.
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TABLE lb
THE BANK OP THE MANHATTAN COMPANY
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS FOR SELECTED YEARS
In thousands or dollars
1929 1932 1937 1933 1939 1945 1948
Cash and in banks I8608 I 93b lo 207898 166115 290469 305697 390123
U. £. Gov't and mun. bonds 252db
U. S. Gov't obligations 7991b 80748 110738 80418 6U4255 344796
State and mun. securities 23954 5605 3715b 38792 10881 5870
Other securities 28887 28898 11483 14822 14102 26903 12292
Loans and discounts 210371 lb4023 229703 223345 219486 392850 487264
Total assets 474806 448990 5bb271 58066b 6b7244 1359074 12bb9 16
Capital stock 22250 20000 20000 20000 20U0U 20000 20000
Surplus 30000 3UOUO 20000 20000 20000 30000 30000
Undivided, profits 13210 b889 5862 6178 6513 10526 16623
Deposits 39b796 352936 5048U1 522619 609781 1290314 1180772
Net profits 5598 5103
net operating earnings 29ol 2379 2227 6248 5295
In dollars
Book value 294.20 28.44 22.. 93 23.09 23 .26 30 .2o 33 .31
Market value:
High
Low
1190.
800
40.25
14.25
39 .50
19 .25
24.
13.50
19 .
14.75
36.
25.25
25 .63
22.13
Par value 100 . 20 . 10 . lu
.
10 . lu. 10 .
Dividend paid lb. 2.50 1.50 1.15 .90 1 . 1.20
Earned, per share 25 .20 2.55 1.79 2.01 1.68 3.12 2.65
Source; Foody's Manual of investments
:
BANKS, INSURANCE
,
REAL ESTATE, investment TRUSTS, published
annually o
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TABLE Id
COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS OP BANKS
In millions
_Oct. 4-
--Sept. 30 December 31
All Nat'l Banks All Insured Commercial Banks
1929 1932 1937 1938 1939 1945 1948
Cash and in banks 331b 2404 14931 17176 2:1876 34732 37611
Loans and discounts 14962 992:0 167US 16014 16854 28850 41152
U. S. Gov't obligations 2705 3663 13669 14507 15567 96093 76125
State and municipal sec. 3944 517b
Other securities 3741 3781 6807 6944 6860 3795 4535
Total assets 2792.4 22:566 54221 56800 63147 *3)169006 (3)166272
Capital stock 1671 1563 3030 2982 2914 3037 3199
Surplus 1515 1206 2268 2347 2443 4576 5255
Undivided profits 556 308 711 742 789 2094 2534
Deposits 2,1902 17682 47191 49779 56076 158174 154096
Net earnings 0 ) 438 fi } 3 18 471 42.9 450 960 1116
Net profits tid 501 380 300 388 90c 781
Dividends, declared 223 169 225 222 232 2.74 315
(1) Pear ended June 30, 1929.
(2) Pear ended June 3U, 1932.
(3) includes overdrafts.
Source e: REPORT ap THE COMPTROLLER OP THE CURRE CY, 1929, 1932.
ANNUAL REPORT OP THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION FOR 'THE YEARS ENDED DECEI.' ER 31, 1937,
1038, 1939, 1947.
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TABLE 17
katios of earnings, EXPENSES, AND DIVIDENDS FOR all INSURED commercial banks and individual boston and new
Amounts per $100 of current operating earnings:
All Ins.
Com . Bks
.
ly47
--Boston
First Nat
Bank
1947
Banks
' 1 U. S
.
T'rus t
1947
—Hew York
Chase
Nat' 1 Bk.
1947
Banks --
Bank of
Man.
1947
Current operating earnings. total $100 $100 $10o $100 $100
Securities dividends and interest 40.64 34.87 44.71 34.28
Income on loans 41.39 38.48 35 .80 48.63
Commissions etc. 7.91 19.49 14.13
Other operating earnings 10 .06 26 .o5 2.94
Current operating expenses. total 63.93 66.92 82.18 60 . 06 79.69
Salaries, wages, and fees 31.19 30.46 35 .31 39.40
Interest 9.63 3.59
Taxes 3 .34 0; 17.51 lU.62. 11.8b
Depreciation 1.36 .92 2.33
Fed. Deposit Insurance Corp assessment 4.80
Other operating expenses 18.46 14.44 69.23 19.95 28.38
Net current operating earnings 36.02 33.08 17.82 39.94 20.31
Dividends 10.18 18.51 6.13 18.49 11.34
Other dispos itions 25 .84 14.57 11.69 21.45 8.47
YORK BANKS
/
(.1) Includes assessments
Source
: Figures for all insured commercial banks were oDtained fromTHE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATTOimFOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1947
' ^ ^PORA I©#
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TABLE 18
COMPARATIVE EARRINGS
IN RELATIVES 1o29 luO
Year 379
Indus trials
All Cl. 1
Railroads
78
Utilities
All Member Banks
Net Earn, net Prof.
1947 (E) 171.2 53.5 111 .8 (E) 92 .u (E) 120.0
46 115.7 32.6 111.1 95.5 136.0
45 84.9 49.9 93 .2 63.6 141.5
44 84.5 74.4 88.4 78.7 11 6 . <j
43 78.6 97.4 87.5 70.6 loo.O
42 74.4 100.9 85.3 58.3 o3 .3
41 90.7 55 .9 91.8 oO .0 70.
U
40 78.1 20.o 95.2 56 .2 o2 .4
ly39 65.1 10.6 92.1 36.1 62.4
36 42.1 (D) 13 .7 82.9 53 .6 47.7
37 79.0 11.0 87.0 58.5 60.5
36 72.1 13.4 78.6 55.o 33 . 6
35 48.6 0.3 71.3 52.3 33.1
34 33.5 (D) 1.9 66 .8 55.2 (D) 40.3
33 22 .3 (D) 0.6 69 • 1 52.8 ( D ) 63.9
32 3.0 (D) 15 .5 86 .3 57.2 (D) 45.7
31 21.6 15.0 101.0 70.6 2.2
3u 55.5 53.4 101.9 77.2 55.1
iy29 100.
0
100.
0
100.0 100.0 10O.0
(E) Estimated
( D) Deficit
Source: Standard and Poor’ s INDUSTRY
•
SURVEYS
,
Basic Analysis, April S, ly48. Section 2

CHAPTER 13
CONCLUSION
In this paper an attempt has been made to ex-
plore the problems of bank stock as an investment. Atten-
tion was given to the various ramifications of the problem.
A brief history of banking in relation to bank
snares was sketched. An analysis of bank financial state-
ments followed. Significant ratios were explained and
these ratios were computed for selected New York and Bos-
ton banks, and the banks were compared. Ideal ratios were
given. Attention was drawn to bank accounting methods,
and a chapter on dividends described the various dividend
policies
.
The so-called intangibles were treated at some
length, and a chapter was devoted to regulations . Comment
was made on the effect of the federal government on banks
in such matters as government competition, guarantee of loans,
and government banking policies
.
The features of bank stock, favorable and unfavor-
able, were given. Finally statistical information concern-
ing individual banks was given along with statistics on
banking in general.
Probably the biggest problem facing the Investor
in bank stock is obtaining sufficient information on which
to base his decision. Banks generally are notorious for

putting little information in their published statements.
What information they do give is often so general that it
is of only limited value. At any rate the information give
should be utilized fully. Comparisons of statement cover-
ing significant years and recent years should be computed
to show static positions and trend. The results should be
correlated with the banking industry as an industry and
with general business conditions.
Intangibles should not be Ignored, dne can-
not divorce the success or failure of a bank from the
actions of the management.
The investor should recognize that government
plays a big part In bank operations. Banks are subject to
varying amounts of regulation and examination depending
upon the type of bank and type of charter. The federal
government guarantees some loans, competes with banks on
other types, and through Its agencies sets reserve re-
quirements for member banks, fixes the rediscount rate etc.
Earnings during the past four years have been
excellent, but dividend rates during this same period re-
mained stable, not reflecting the increased earnings.
Bank management has preferred to reinvest a good part of
profits in order to build up the capital ratios.
bank stock has been characterized as a stable
investment good for a 4% yield. Dividends are presumably
safe for a period of two years at least.

The investor should remember that double liab-
ility exists on some bank stock. He should therefore ascer-
tain the status of any bank stock in which he contemplates
investment
•
When one notices that investment in a savings bond
will yield 2.9^ if held for ten years with no risk, the wis-
dom of investing in bank stock yielding around 4^ may be ques-
tioned. This is especially true when one realizes that bank
stock is not known for its appreciation qualities. Unless
the investment is large, the effort involved in trying to ob-
tain information that may ce unobtainable, the work and worry
of trying to forecast what will happen to any particular bank
stock, in view of the extra increment involved, hardly seems
worth the trouble
.
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